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Map of trees on Quad available
By Roger Cushman '62
Director, News Service

More than 350 trees
growing on the Illinois State
University Quadrangle are
charted in a new Department
of Biological Sciences publication that is available free
to the public.
The publication, Trees on
the Campus of Illinois State
University, identifies about
70 species represented among
those trees. A map in the publication will enable users to
determine the species of each
tree on the Quad in a selfguided walking tour.
Symbols representing
trees with needle-type or
broad leaf-type leaves are
used to identify each tree.
The map represents the
trees as they existed in the
summer of 1991.
Illinois State horticulturist Don Schmidt said that
some of the trees, including
a large Austrian pine near
the site of the original campus
building Old Main, were
planted early in the university's history - some perhaps
even by the university's chief
founder, Jesse Fell. Illinois
State was founded in 1857.
"Trees have always had
an important place on our
campus starting with our
most famous tre·e planter,
Jesse Fell," Schmidt said.
"The trees at Illinois State

Illinois ~tate University Biology Department Horticulturist Donald Schmidt looks out across the university
Quad at the 69 different species of trees found there. He holds.a copy of the map he developed which identifies
the trees according to their species and locations on the Quad. Copies of the map are available for no charge
from the Department of Biological Sciences.
represent a fine old collec- Services, includes vintage
Free copies of the map c:.an
The map was produced
tion that are, the result of the photogi;aphs to demonstrate with funding from the
be obtained from the Departhard work and foresight of the important role trees College of Arts and Sciences ment of Biological Sciences
previous generations."
have had on influencing the to increase awareness of the 4120, Illinois State
The publication, designed perception of the Illinois State campus trees and enhance the UJ?.tversity, Normal, Ill
by Laura Dimascio of Media campus.
appreciation of thi's 'legacy. - 61761.
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lumni
.should be
/SU link to
legislature
By Jim Petersen '69
Carmel, Ind.
President
ISU Alumni Association
Board of Directors
Problems can become
opportunities to make a difference if one is willing to step
forward and be a part of the
solution.
Such is the challenge being
issued by Keith Middleton '39
in his letter to the editor in
this issue of the /SU Today.
Mr. Middleton raises a very
important issue for alumni to
consider; how long are we, as
graduates of Illinois State
University, going to quietly
accept the inequitable funding
situation for higher education in Illinois?
In the early 1970's, state
tax dollars provided 92.9 percent of the Illinois State
University budget; in 1990
state tax dollars provided only
65 percent of the budget. The
shift then, over the last two
decades, is from a state
supported institution to a state
assisted institution.
But why should this be
important to alumni? Alumni
must consider themselves the
preferred stockholders of
Illinois State. Tuition increases
and private dollars cannot
close the funding gap.
Increased state funding
is necessary to maintain and
surpass the level of education
we enjoyed. If the quality of
the institution declines, so too
will the value of all degrees
earned from Illinois State.
The solution to the problem may not be an easy one,
but it is imperative that we
address it. Consider Mr.
Middleton's challenge and
take action.
Also in this issue is information about Homecoming
'92, "The Best of Times." On
behalf of the Alumni Board,
I'd like to invite you to make
plans now to join us for a
weekend full of activities,
Sept. 25" 27 (see pages 10-11.)
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!:!!!~,rs to t~-~Ed:~itor
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Of course, I know you have
a huge alumni group belonging
to the ISU generations (compared to the ISNU).
I am writing to complain
about a publication from a
scholarly institution which
would use tQ instead of iQQ.
All my fourth graders knew
about that from the third
week on. Wonder how many
letters you received about this?

In your recent issue I was
The State of Illinois has in
the past and continues now to pleased to see my name and
invest less per student at ' some sentences about me under
Illinois State than at any other the '43 alumni. I wonder why
Illinois institution of higher there aren't more names from
education. This didn't just hap- that time-frame. They say the
senior citizen group is very
pen; it has been going on for
populous in comparison to the
decades. Quite simply, it is
financial discrimination agcrinst other age groups. So lots of
Darlene (Hinshaw)
Illinois State students and them would be interested in
Severin '43
reading about their old
their families!
Toluca, Ill.
The solution to the prob- acquaintances.
Contact your friends from lem may not be an easy one,
your days at Illinois State and but it is imperative the ISU
get a group to join you and alumni address it. We must
lllin
Stat
.i .
your family for the Redbird let our legislators know that
Universlt
7 .·· ·
ISU
is
not
getting
its
fair
share.
Family Fair. A "Rock and Roll
.••:-::-!:===- ~
Spectacular" is planned for It is not a matter of partisan
Saturday evening for those politics. Even if their party
Vol. 26, No. 4, Summer 1992
of you who enjoy the music of affiliation differs from your
own, it is important that you
the 1960's and 70's.
Editorial Committee:
Published by:
Included in the schedule contact your state legislators
Carol Morris MS '82
Alumni
Services
will be tours of newly remod- and tell them:
Dan Wagner '89
News
Service
1. During the last decade,
eled Fell Hall. A rededication
Roger Cushman '62
support per full-time
ceremony is scheduled for 11:30 tax
JeffFritzen
'74
equivalent student at ISU
Editor: Barbara Todd '79, MS '84
Curt Carlson
a .m. Saturday. All alumni
Judith Riggs
are invited to this program. The increased by 29.6% (the lowest
in
the
state)
while
other
schools
Kenny Mossman
Consulting
Editors:
newest building on campus, the
Bill
Adams
received
increases
as
high
as
Student Services Building, also
Marc Lebovitz '72
102%.
will be open for tours. This
ISU
generates
the
most
2.
interesting building is located
ISU Alumni Association Board of Directors
on the corner of College Ave. credit hours (968) per staff
Executive Committee:
year for faculty teaching load
and University St., directly
Jim Petersen '69, president, Carmel, Ind.
across from the Bone Student (the state average is 750, with
Lois Rademacher Mills '62, MS '69, vice president, Hudson
the lowest being 681 credit
Don Fernandes '79, secretary, Normal
Center.
JeffFritzen '74, treasurer, Normal
The Bloomington/Normal hours) and has an underKevin Heid '81, past president, Bloomington
alumni Chapter invites all graduate student faculty ratio
Mary Ann Louderback '74, MS '80, PhD '84, Springfield
of23:1
(NIU
is
at
15:1
and
the
alumni to kick off the weekend
Bessie Hackett '57, MS '63, Normal
U
ofl
at
Urbana
is
11:1.)
with a Friday evening reception
Directors:
3.
From
1980-91,
ISU
at Jumer's Chateau. Faculty
Deb Amdor '72, Bloomington
and staff retirees from 1991- received only 5% of all dollars
Kathie Campbell Chapman '69, Normal
92 will be their special guests. spent for building projects in
Ross Fairchild '39, Lexington 7
Higher Education; other instiA special 25th anniversary
Carole Halicki '73, Marquette Heights
tutions have received as much
Mike Houston '67, Springfield
celebration also will be held
Lynda Lane Lane '66, McLean
that night at Jumer's for the as 54%.
Your ideas and your vote
Mary Lewis '85, Chatham
College of Business.
Rollie Mercer '71, Normal
Come to Normal for the matter to these officials. I urge
Keith Middleton '39, Normal
you
to
accept
this
opportunity
Best of Times!
Sam Petty '71, Peoria
to be a part of the solution to
Mike Reeter '77, Normal
this critical need.
Dale Sutter '61, Normal
When you compare funding
Carl Sneed '71, MS '72, Bloomington
given to ISU to the funding
Volk Sumer '90, Normal
opportunities made available
Dave Templeton '67, MS '71, Bloomington
to the other state institutions '
Norma Lebre Van Scoyoc '62, Bloomington
The annual meeting of for capitol improvements, dollar
Mike Wiese '84, Bloomington
the Illinois State University
assistance per student, or the
National Alumni Advisory Council Lifetime Members:
Alumni Associati_o n is scheduled faculty/ student ratio, ISU
Jim Fisher '56, MS '57, McLean, Va.
Kathleen Jarrett '38, BS '46, Bloomington
~or Saturday, July 25 at 4 p.m. comes out on the bottom - is
Donald McHenry '57, Washington, D.C.
m the Bone Student Center.
that what we want for our
The meeting is open to all Alma Mater?
The Illinois State University Today is published quarterly. Send
graduates and will include
Make a difference for your
address corrections and all correspondence to Alumni Services
annual reports from the alumni Alma Mater; let our legislators
Rambo
House, Illinois State University, Normal, IL 61761-6901,
staff, reports from alumni know what's happening to
phone
(309)
438-2586.
chapter and club leaders and Illinois State.
the election ofnew board memKeith Middleton '39
An equal opportunity/affirmative action university.
hers and officers.
Normal, Ill.
ominations
will
be
acceptN
I
ed~fi::o;n;i .the floor, . _ ,
.
r. •.

Annual meeting
of Association
set for July 25
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Alumnus jails crime boss
Cotter grasped the art of an assistant U.S. attorney in
presenting a case long before the Organized Crime and
his first law class. "I learned Racketeering Section.
! how to be a lawyer sitting
Shortly after the merger,
Patrick Cotter stopped the I around the dinner table," he Cotter arranged a meeting to
tape and without thinking, said.
tell his new boss he was thinkAs part of a large Irish ing about resigning and returnpointed to the defendant whose I
voice the judge had just heard family, there were continual I ing to Chicago. It was during
in a secretly recorded conver- lively discussions about current that same meeting Cotter was
sation that detailed control of , events and politics. "If you offered a spot on the Gotti
the Gambino mafia family.
couldn't argue your position
trial team.
John Gotti didn't apprewell you didn't get heard."
"I was totally shocked,"
ciate the gesture. He stood from
Arriving at ISU to study Cotter said. He asked for a
his seat at the defense table, ' political science and history, day to think about his decision
spewed obscenities and jabbed Cotter had no difficulty cap- to take the case he knows ''most
twofingersinCotter'sdirection. turing the attention of his people wait their whole
It wasn't until after Cotter freshman adviser, professor careers for and never get."
Cotter's hesitation wasn't
finished the pretrial hearing John Gueguen, as well as that
that he learned from FBI
of other ISU faculty . If it for fear of a bullet. He was
agents in the courtroom why · hadn't been for the interest instead burdened with the fact
Gotti had given him the 'Italian Gueguen took in his life, Cotter there had been three previous
curse' - a hand signal that meant doubts he would have moved unsuccessful attempts to conhe wanted Cotter dead.
to New York and started down vict Gotti - nicknamed the
"I gave it to him first," the path that put him across "Teflon Don" because proseCotter said, laughing as he the courtroom from Gotti.
cutors couldn't make charges
admits he was unaware his
"I can't even begin to think stick. Cotter knew the attorhand was folded in the iden- of all they did for me," Cotter , neys had be.e n ridiculed for
tical gesture when he pointed said, recalling the first time , those losses.
I he shared his plans to be an
Still, he committed to stay
to Gotti.
That anecdote is one of , attorney with Gueguen. He with the case that he joined
few Cotter can freely reveal I assured Cotter that hard work in January 1990 with the expecabout his job in the U.S. Attor- I would result in a scholarship. tation it would end within 11/2
ney's Office and his role in Three years later, Cotter was years.
the recently successful prose- awarded a full scholarship to
The case instead took 2 1/2
cution of John Gotti, reputed New York University School years and meant working
boss of the nation's largest and of Law through a nomination "seven days a week, 7 a.m. to
most powerful Mafia group.
by Gueguen, who is still a midnight, months and months
Cotter, a 1978 Illinois
political science professor at without a break." His specific
State University graduate ISU.
assignment was to prepare the
and Chicago native, worked
For four years after grad- government's case on five of
with four other prosecutors to uation, Cotter was a public the 11 counts against Gotti.
bring a fourth case against defender in Brooklyn, where
Cotter prosecute d the
Gotti. They convinced a jury he still lives. On a particularly charge that Gotti murdered his
ofhis guilt in a trail that ended bad day, he was called to the boss, Paul Castellano, and
April 3 in New York.
bench by a judge who had pre- Thomas Bilotti, who was
The fact Cotter was on the viously held him in contempt. Castellano's right hand man.
team of prosecutors at all gives The judge had been promoted He also handled the murder
credence to his belief he has to the New York State Supreme charge for the death of Robert
been lucky and "fallen into" Court and asked.Cotter to be DiBernardo, Gotti's top
some amazing opportunities. his senior law assistant.
captain.
Cotter, 34, traces the start
Justice Leonard Rienzi
Add in the charge of tax
of his professional good for- is the same man who urged , fraud, gambling and racketune to his childhood days at Cotter to consider becoming teering, and Cotter ended up
home and his undergraduate a prosecutor. Ready for a new questioning 17of the 32 wityears at Illinois State.
challenge, Cotter applied for nesses put on the stand.
He decided at an early age a position in the U.S. Depart"By the time the trial began
he wanted to be lawyer, a pro- ment of Justice and joined the we had more than enough
fession he describes as very , Organized Crime Strike Force evidence to convict this guy,"
stressful but perfect for him. ' in 1987.
Cotter said. He never was
Never a large person, he knew
Set up b y Robert F.
confident of a guilty verdict,
th e only fights h e could win Kennedy, the force ha d "an however, because h e knew
would involve wits and not fists. 'Untouchables' mystique," Gotti's organization thought
"I always thought lawyers Cotter said. It was through nothing of killing witnesses,
were a mazing," Cotter said, that job he began prosecuting , bribing jurors and paying for
1
remembering how he grew organized crime cases.
false testimony.
up watching television attorHis work continued when
''These guys are very pown eys with awe. "Here was a the strike for'ce was mer ged erful. We didn't get a lot of
job wh ere you co~ld really into the U.S. Attorney's Office people to testify," Cotter said.
affect people and be a hero, if I that covers the Eastern District One person backed out after
. you will ...and you could do it I ofNewYork. With consolidation working over two years with
, with your intelligence."
came his current position as, I the prosecution tedm.

1

By Susan Marquardt '84
Guest Writer

I

I

Patrick Cotter '78
There were dogs in the viewed by the press.
"We try our cases in the
courtroom daily sniffing for
bombs. There were regular courtroom. We didn't do this
checks for wiretaps and bombs to get publicity. That's not
in his office area. The precau- what it's about," Cotter said.
Instead, he sees the case as a
tions were not for fear of a
strike by the organization as capstone experience that makes
a whole but rather out of con- his years of studying
cern "a lower level idiot mob- worthwhile.
"It's a wonderful feeling
ster" would cause trouble,
to know all that work at ISU
Cotter said.
In fact, Cotter admits he and law school...paid off,"
worried more about loosening : Cotter said, adding he could
his tongue than losing his life. say he had a great career even
For three weeks Cotter had ifhe never practiced Jaw again.
But retirement is not in
to conceal the fact Gotti's underboss, Sammy Gravano, had his plans. Back at his desk
decided to testify for the at 8 a.m. the day after Gotti's
. prosecution. ·
trial ended, Cotter is still
tracking organized crime.
1
"That was the hardest
"You figure out the most
thing," Cotter said. He was so
paranoid the word would get dangerous guy you can get
out that he and his colleagues and make surgical strikes,"
Cotter said, ·predicting he will
agreed not to discuss it even
at work. "If we screw up, some- at some point pursue his career
goals in Chicago.
one dies," Cotter thought at
He also plans to spend
the
time.
1
Cotter judged his daily six months next year in
Ireland as a guest lecturer
success in the courtroom by
how loudly Gotti would mut- at University College Cork.
ter a constant stream of exple- Cotter knows tJie students
tives. And although Gotti will want to hear more about
, attempted to appear unfazed organized crime and laughs
and powerful throughout the 1 as he reveals his qualificaproceedings, Cott er said h e tions to speak on American
found him to be "a really foul- I 'godfathers' have just recentmouthed thug."
ly been extended.
Cotter himself earned the
By contrast, Cotter is a
same title not long ago at the
witty, humble man who has
not allowed the Gotti case to request of his sister. She told
inflate his ego. He and other Cotter he had been chasing
team members rejected offers godfathers so long it was time
to a ppear.on nationai tel~vi- J?.e bEjl~&:111.tf/n~ ,-,'YQkp.}1:e. 1cyp.
, sion and ref\i~etl to· be'intef-- I at this nephews recent baptism.
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Wiant leader in efforts
to protect environment
By Roger Cushman '62

Director, News Service
Protecting the environment, one of the most pressing
issues of human existence on
planet Earth, is a daily concern
for Chris Wiant, a 1972 chemistry graduate of Illinois
State University.
Wiant is deputy director
of the Tri-County Health
Department and, in that position, is director of environmental health for Adams,
Arapahoe and Douglas counties
in the Denver, Colo., metropolitan area. But his influence
reaches far beyond Colorado.
During June, he and two
other environmental health
professionals spent two weeks
in Russia studying health
problems there and helping
their Russian counterparts
develop a professional network to address environmental concerns.
This month (July), Wiant
assumes the presidency of
the National Environmental
Chris Wiant '72
Health Association, an organization of 6,000 members with coordinates all environmental
headquarters in Denver. His I health programs for the Denver
predecessor, Leonard Rice of I metropolitan area including
South Carolina, and the past those concerned with air polpresident, Harry Grenawitzke I lution, hazardous a?d solid
of Michigan, accompanied him wastes, water pollution, and
on the June trip to Russia.
occupational health. The area
The Russian experience includes five "superfund" sites
underscored the environmen- of hazardous waste materials
tal problems that were created to be cleaned.
by decades of that nation's
If scheduling permits,
emphasis on production at the Wiant will be representing
expense of environmental con- the National Environmental
cerns. "Probably the biggest Health Association at an interproblem is the chemical cont- national conference in England
amination of water, ground this fall. "Our association is
and air, which came from interested in becoming more
having virtually no regulation involved internationally to
in manufacturing," Wiant said. share our expertise," he said.
Another major concern is the The organization's July meetgreat disparity between Moscow ing is being held with Canadian
and the rural villages in san- counterparts in Winnipeg.
itation and sewage disposal.
Wiant and his wife, Cynthia,
Outdoor privies still are have strong ties to Illinois
common in outlying areas.
State. His father, David, was
Wiant began his profes- director of Personnel Services
sional career with the Illinois and her father, John Farrell,
Department of Public Health was on the music faculty for
and was chief of the environ- many years. Cynthia gradumental chemistry section when ated from Illinois State in
he left for Colorado in 1984.
1976, was an elementary
In his present position, he
school teacher at Riverton, Ill.,

Nominations sought
The Illinois State University Alumni Association invites
your nominations for its annual awards, which are presented
each year to alumni and/qr friends of the university for their
personal and professional accomplishments.
The Distinguished Alumni Award is the highest honor
given by the Associ_a tion. It provides recognition for the out1
standing achievements of graduates ofISU. The nominee
should have shown outstanding performance in his or her
profession; should be recognized as a leader; should have
' made an outstanding contribution to his/her community,
state or nation; and/or should have exhibited interest in the
University and the Alumni Association since leaving campus.
The Achievement Award is given to alumni whose
achievements have gained favorable state-wide, national
or international attention, who have been honored by a major
society, association, or organization, or whose work has
proved beneficial to a pronounced segment of our society.
Individuals receiving the Outstanding Service Award
can be alumni or friends of the university. This award recognizes outstanding service to ISU through the Alumni
Association or some other segment of the university, or outstanding service to mankind.
The Outstanding Young Alumni Award is the newest
of the Association's awards and is given to recognize contributions of young alumni to society, their profession, or
Illinois State University. The criteria for selection will be
based upon significant accomplishment or promise in one's
chosen field, leadership qualities and/or evidence of civic,
cultural and/or charitable involvement. The award will be
given to up to three alumni 40 years of age or younger.
Nominations are welcome from alumni, faculty, students,
and other members of the university community.
[] Distinguished Alumni Award
[] Achievement Award
[] Outstanding Service Award
[] Outstanding Young Alumni

1

for five years, and now is codirector of a pre-school in
Englewood, Colo. The Wiants
have two children, Jennifer,
12, and Jeffrey, 10, and live
near Aurora, Colo.
During his four years at
Illinois State, Chris worked
as a student photographer for
Nelson Smith in Photographic Services. His academic
preparation in the Department
of Chemistry included a summer at Vanderbilt University
on a research grant. The experience was motivating, he
said, and led to his qualifying
for the position with the State
of Illinois.
Since graduating from
Illinois State he has completed
master's degrees in health
services administration at
Sangamon State University
and in occupational and environmental health at the
University of Illinois School
of Public Health. He is now
working on his dissertation
for a PhD in environmental
policy at the University of
Colorado.

Nominee's Name

Class Year

Nominee's Address
Nominee's Telephone Number
Nominated by
Address
Telephone number
Please include a statement describing your reason for
nomination, along with any available supporting documentation,
biographical sketch, or resume. All nominations should be
received by Sept. 30 to be considered for the 1993 awards
program . Send to Award Nomination, ISU Alumni
Association, Rambo House 3100, Normal, IL 61761-6901.

Legends scholarship awarded
The first scholarship has
been awarded from the proceeds
of the Legends Classic men's
basketball game, which was
held at Homecoming 1991.
Kristin M. Whitworth, an
agricultural science major from
Farmersville, Ill., received the
first of three $1,500 scholarships.

The remaining two will be presented to agriculture majors,
one each in the springs of 1993
and 1994.
The Ag Alumni Association
announces tentative plans to
sponsor the second Legends
Classic game during Homecoming activities in 1994.
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Selling Bulls tickets easier now

Chicago Bulls ticket sales director Keith Brown '82 shows two of the most valuable
items in Chicago sports -- a block of tickets for the NBA playoffs and the 1991
world championship ring.
"Rod made the pick, phoned sports world.
"Eventually I got a fullBy Roger Cushman '62
it to me in New York, and I
I filled out the card and deliv- I time job in sales a nd from
Director, News Service
ered it to the commissioner," there the organization began
Here's a sports trivia Brown recalls. "I had only to grow by leaps and bounds
question guaranteed to stump been with the Bulls a year, so and I had a few opportunities
to grow from within," Brown
everyone who thinks they that was quite a thrill."
How Keith Brown hapsaid.
know everything about profes- I
He was promoted to mansional basketball: Who drafted pened on the scene is a story
in itself, one that couldn't be ager of group sales and then
Michael Jordan?
repeated today because of pro manager of season sales. For
I m ean, who actually
handed the card listing the basketball's striking growth the past four years he has
Chicago Bulls' choice to Com- of popularity. The story been director of ticket sales,
missioner David Stern at the unfolded in 1983 when Brown with responsibility for t h e
1984 National Basketball was fresh out of college, armed Bulls' ticket brochures, mailings,
only with a degree in Commu- data base and for the compleAssociation player draft?
If you answered Keith nication and Political Science, tion of sales related projects.
plus a hunger to enter t h e He also serves as editor for the
Brown, you're right.
team's magazine, BasketBull.
So who is Keith Brown? sports world.
"I answered a blind ad in
Brown's bottom-floor entry
He's a 1982 Illinois State
University graduate who is the Chicago Tribune which into pro basketball would be
director of ticket sales for the said something to the effect of hard to repeat today.
''We would never consider
two-time (1991 and 1992) world a sports organization looking
putting
an ad in the paper
for part-time sales people,"
champion Chicago Bulls.
now because we would be
Brown readily admits that Brown recalls.
Assuming the organization inundated with calls and
it was Rod Thorn, then the
general manager of the Bulls, was a sporting goods company, resumes," h e said. "As it is
who actually selected in 1984 Brown was surprised to be now, I probably get three or
the player destined to become contacted by the Bulls for an four resumes a da y from
one of the best in pro basket- interview. They offered him people wanting to break into
ball history. But Thorn wasn't a part-time ,su mmer j ob the business. It's much like
able to travel to New York for selling season tickets on 100 r adio or television or acting;
the draft, so he sent Brown to percent commission with no there's an incredible demand
benefits. The pay was low, but but a very limited supply.
Madison Square Garden to
he
had a foot in the door to the It's a high profile _typ~ of, epreer
repi;esen~ tlj.e Bull9.

so it has a lot of interest and season tickets."
it's difficult to get your foot in
The turning point was 1988
the door."
when the Bulls hosted the AllFor those interested in Star Game. The season ticket
breaking into the field, he advis- b ase grew to 11,000 for the
es persistence and a willing- opportunity to buy All-Star
ness to take any job, however Game tickets, and after t h e
menial. "People should be pre- Bulls won 50 games for the
pared to relocate and to take first time in about a decade
any role at any wage - even those 11,000 season ticket
to work for free or to volunteer," holders stayed on. Finally the
he said. "Anything to get your Bulls had to put the season
foot in the door and expose ticket ceiling at 13,000 in order
yourself to the business and , to keep a supply of tickets
give yourself the opportunity · 1 available on-a game basis.
1
to meet people."
The Bulls have sold out
While it may seem a long more than 240 straight games
shot, Brown is not the only in a building with a listed
Illinois State graduate assocapacity of 17,339, and have
ciated with the Bulls. Tim broken ground for a ne\V staHallam '77 has been director dium that will seat 21,500.
of media relations for 14 years
Brown gets hundreds of
and Elizabeth Corbin '91 is a ticket requests for every game,
but the demand so far exceeds
cheerleader.
"People look at the Bulls the supply that he can't fill
now and look at the positions many of them. "I don't view
that Tim and I have and say, i that as a headache because it
'Boy, you have it great.' And I is a nice problem to have," he
we do h ave really great jobs says. "But sometimes it's awkand we enjoy it, but I don't , ward saying no to people you
think people r eali ze the
otherwise would like to say
amount of work involved in I yes to.
. what we do and I don't think
"We've turned down a lot
people realize what it took to of high profile celebrities," he
get us here.
added, "but we try whenever
"You know, the first year possible to give celebrities the
I worked with the Bulls I made opportunity to buy tickets. Lots
1
$10,000 and the second year I of times they get tickets through
made $11,000 - and that was season ticket holders." Jack
on a hundred percent commis- Nicholson, Hammer, Daryl
sion with no benefits. So, sure, Hannah, Neil Diamond,
I've got a great job now and Madonna and Spike Lee were
our ownership has been very faces in the crowd late this
generous since Jerry Reinsdorf season. "Just about anyone
took over in the mid-Eighties, I who is in town wants to expebut in the early years a lot of / rience a Bulls game," Brown
sacrifices were made to get said.
Illinois State's Alumni
where we are now. Sometimes I
people forget th at and think
Services Office has sponsored
you just walked into a great an ISU Night with the Chicago
situation.''
I Bulls at Chicago Stadium for
Similarly, most people seem the past six years. A block of
to think that sellout crowds 350 alumni and their families
were assured the moment attended the game last season.
Brown, who came to Illinois
Michael Jordan walked onto
the Chicago Stadium court in State from Rolling Meadows,
1984. It wasn't that easy.
Ill., recalls his college experi"Not to take anything
ence with fondness. "I loved
away from Michael Jordan," my years at ISU.
Brown hastens to add. "He's
"I have a lot of great r.:i.emcertainly the greatest asset ories of games at Horton Field
that we have and probably the House," he added. "I don't
greatest player to ever play think I missed a game there
the game. But in Michael's in four years, but looking at
first three years with the Bulls the arena that's there now,
we averaged 13,500 fans and I'm a little bit envious."
we never sold more than 6,000
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Education roles continue
for two faculty retirees
teachers of deaf and blind
children, an area in which
Assistant News Director
there is a shortage of trained
teachers.
Evelyn Rex entered the
The course, which begins
post-full-time employment next summer, will be taught
phase ofher career, sometimes to teachers from Illinois and
called "retirement," with the other states, with the idea that
same compassion and enthu- those teachers can go back to
siasm she had when she took their communities and teach
her first teaching position at other teachers in the methods
of teaching trainable deaf and
Metcalf School in 1958.
Bernard McCamey, who I blind students.
joined the economics departThe new program in which
ment faculty the same year,
Rex is involved will emphasize
also is changing gears but not education for teachers of deafdirection. Both faculty mem- · blind students who are trainbers, who are among more able, since many children who
than two dozen who retired are both deaf and blind funcduring the past school year, tion at a trainable level.
are typical of most Illinois
The greatest change
State University retirees in during the last 40 years in
their unabate d desire to ' teachingspecialneedsstudents,
improve educational prac- Rex said, was the mainstreamtices in their respective fields. ing concept, in which many
Among the other 1991-92 , children with physical or
faculty/staff retirees are Ellen learning disabilities were inteA b shire, HPERD ; Louis gratedintoregularclassrooms.
Andrade, philosophy; Dale It helps to educate regular
B irkenholz, biology; Paul students as well as to erase
Dohrmann, HPERD; former ! certain stigmas and misunderstuden t affairs dean Neal standings about disabled
Gamsky; Harold Gregor, art; students.
Deloris Hellweg, HPERD;
"My major interest today
Harriet Hutter, foreign lan- is in the area of literacy for
guages; Eugene Irving, cur- t h e visually handicapped,"
riculum and instruction; Ted I she said. Today there are many
Jackson, communication; ' visually-impaired adults who,
Robert Kerber, management unfortunately, find their
and quantitative methods; limited sight deteriorating
Robert Koehler, HPERD;
and did not learn braille as
placement services director children. It has given u s a
Parker Lawlis; Dorothy Lee, whole new perspective on
sociology; David Livers, spe- · braille literacy," Rex said.
Rex currently is editing a
cialized educational develop- II
ment; Barry Moore, art; Fred . book for the American FounOm er, mu sic; Charles
dation for the Blind. Rex will
Pendleton, industrial technol- write two chapters in the book
ogy; George Petrossian, foreign as will former Illinois State
languages; Joe Talkington, colleague Diane Wormsley
industrial education; Peter and Illinois State bachelor's
Wang, HPEJID; Richard Whit- and master's degree graduate
comb, for eign languages; and Alan Koenig. Unbeknownst
Thomas Wilson, political to the American Foundation
for the Blind, Rex and Wormsley
science.
For 40 years, Rex has been were on Koenig's master's
involved in the edu cation of : degree thesis committee in
blind and partially-sighted I the early 1980s. They are
children and the training of
reunited a decade later.
teachers of those groups. This
McCamey will be spending
summer she begins work as more time as director of the
program facilitator on a three- Center for Economic Education,
year educational program for a position he has held for more
1
\
than 20 years. The Illinois
By Marc Lebovitz '72

State-based Center was
created to develop greater
I economic u nderstanding
· among public school teachers
' in order to improve economics
. literacy among th e general
population.
McCamey, who admits he
' still hasn't figured out what
to do when he grows up, also
admits to having no regrets
at having taught at the same
school the last 34 years.
' Dan Wagner '89, assistant director of Alumni Services
"How could I h ave been at Illinois State Unfoersity, takes time at a St. Louis
any luckier than that," h e Alumni Chapter event to pose with ISU mascot Reggie
' asked, "to have spent all these tlze Redbird (left) and St. Louis Cardinals' mascot Fredbird.
1
years working with so many
students at all levels. This is
a super institution with won- I
derful programs. There are
people who graduated from
Dan Wagner '89, assistant ship, six regional alumni chapIllinois State who today are
director
of Alumni Services at ters have been chartered
at the height of their profesIllinois State University and including Chica go, Ill.;
sions."
McCamey is not pleased, coordinator of the alumni chap- Springfield, Ill.; St. Louis, Mo.;
however, with attitude changes ter program since February Dallas, Texas; Philadelphia, Pa.;
he has seen in some students 1990, has announced his res- and Bloomington-Normal,
Ill. He also was instrumental
ignation effective June 30.
in the last 10 or more years.
In
August,
Wagner
will
in
establishing the key chain
I Economics, and other courses
enter
the
formation
process
identification
program, a gift
not in their majors, are of no
the
Clerics
of
Saint
Viator
I
to
graduating
seniors from
of
interest to them, he said.
in
the
prenovitiate
program.
the
Alumni
Association
and
"General education serves
The
Viatorians
are
a
religious
ISU
Foundation.
to develop individuals generorder of Roman Catholic priests
"The dedication and comally, so they have the necesand
brothers
whose
primary
mitment
shown by ISU gradsary tools to cope with life's
mission
is
education
and
pasuates
toward
their Alma Mater
uncertainties. Yet students
Wagner
will
I
has
truely
been
a key motivattoral
ministry.
in the last decade are far less
spend
the
_first
year
o~his
e~t
I
in~
factor
in
my
job," Wagner
interested in general education
year formation process m Arling- 1 said. "My experiences at
courses," McCarney said.
"One of the biggest prob- ton Heights, ill., working at St. ' Illinois State University will
lems in our country is that Viator High School in campus continue to have a positive
ministry.
and profound impact on me
thinking about economics is
Under
Wagner's
leaderthe
rest ofmy life."
a national pastime, yet there
is an appalling lack of understanding about basic economic·
concepts. People today say
Illinois State University invites applications for
they want less government
the position of assistant director of Alumni Services.
I in general, but in fact expect
The successful candidate will be responsible for develmore from government," he said.
oping, coordinating, programming and managing the
activities.of the Illinois State alumni chapters through"Here in Bloomingtonout the United States. In addition, the assistant director
Normal, for instance, they
I
will assist with other activities and services sponsored
. want government to buy and
by
the Alumni Office.
help renovate an abandoned
The ideal candidate should have strong organimovie theater and to buy and
zational, public speaking and writing skills and the
develop the Constitution Trail
ability to work with and motivate diverse groups of
and to sponsor festivals and
alumni volunteers. Candidates with previous experience in higher education and event management
fairs.
will be given serious consi«leration for this entry
''What people should want
1
level position. Appointment date will be on or about
from their government is a
Sept. 1. Salary will be competitive with entry level
greater investment in making
P-Ositions.
1
· our society more productive,
To assure consideration please send a letter of
application, including a resume and three current
such as in investing in eduletters .of reCQmmendation by July 15 to Carol Morris,
cation," McCamey said.
Alumni Director, 3100 Alumni Semces, Illinois
··
. State University, Normal,,: ill~ ,61761~901. .

I

: Wagner leaves university
· to launch new career

Candidates sought

I
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Dedication nurtures French study
By Marc Lebovitz '72

Assistant News Director
George Petrossian has
never viewed his role as an
educator as a 9-to-5 job.
Having taught French at
Illinois State University since
1963, he knows that students
need other exposures to the
language and experiences with
the culture in order to fully
understand and incorporate
French into their lives. That
is why he created a French
coffee hour from day one.
It did not take place in an
actual French coffee house. It
was in the olq. Red Door cafeteria in the former Student
Union. But weekly sessions
during the school year allowed
students to sit around, sip coffee, visit and converse - in
French. Physically they are in
Normal. Mentally and spiritually they are in a Paris cafe.
Petrossian would get the
conversation started, make
occasional language corrections, and offer a comment or
two. But basically he sat back
and let the students become
involved in conversing in
French. Although he was forced
by the state to retire last year
because he turned 70, Petros.sian
still teaches one French class
and, 29 years later, still conducts the French coffee house
on Wednesday afternoons
during the school year in the
Margery Ellis Library in
Stevenson Hall.
This summer, Illinois State
celebrates the 25th year of its
Summer Program in French
at the University of Grenoble,
the first organized summer
abroad program at ISU and
one spearheaded by Petrossian.
About 1,000 Illinois State
students have participated in
the Grenoble program, which
was created to give students
the opportunity to be immersed
in French language, culture
and history.
According to Petrossian,
the Illinois State program may
be the oldest continuous summer abroad program at
Grenoble. During the summer,
about 1,000 students from 50
countries attend courses at
J. • ...•

•

Le Centre Universitaire
d'Etudes Franca~ses.
Petrossian has directed
Illinois State's summer program in all but three of those
25 years. He had a sabbatical
scheduled in 1969, so his colleague, Professor Patrick
Tarrant, was the director.
During the 1970s, when as
many as 50 or 60 students
signed up for summer in
Grenoble, Tarrant and
Petrossian were sometimes
co-directors.
Students at Illinois State
had been spending a year
studying abroad since 1955,
in such fields as biology, education, geography, music and
foreign languages. Petrossian
was coordinator of the Junior
Year Abroad program in the
foreign languages department.
Five students went to the
University of Grenoble in
France in the fall of 1967 and
were joined by three more in
the spring semester.
But during the summer,
students are more likely to
get rusty in their language,
especially ifthere is no one with
whom they can converse. So
Petrossian, Tarrant, International Studies director
Theodore Sands, and others
created the summer study
program at Grenoble.
This summer's 25th
anniversary program is eight
weeks, June 24 to Aug. 18, at
the University of Grenoble.
Sixteen students will receive
instruction at the university,
make excursions, take field
trips, and study historical and
II cultural aspects of Paris,
Versailles, Chartres, the
Chateaux of the Loire Valley
and Le Mont Saint Michel.
One excursion based in Nice
permits visits to Cannes,
Monaco , Monte Carlo and
Grasse.
Twelve of the 16 students
this summer are from Illinois
State. The others are from
Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland and Massachusetts.
The quality, value and
1
reputation of Illinois State's
summer program in Grenoble
is widely known in foreign
I language departments and

I

.'
.

George Petrossian, French professor at Illinois State
University, has played an instrumental rol.e in the success
of the summer study program at Grenoble, France.
international studies pro- Petrossian said. "The greatest
grams throughout the United satisfaction I get from it is when
States. Over the years, univer- I see the students, their
sity students from all corners sparkling eyes and wonderof the U.S. have signed up for ment at seeing 2,000 years of
the Illinois State program. culture. They see vestages of
This is due, in part, to what the Roman civilization in
the program offers. Perhaps
France, 16th-century castles,
it is even more due to
the ancient temples and arenas,
Petrossian's pa_ssion for edu- Napolean's tomb, side trips to
cation, understanding and Germany and Spain and Italy.
multiculturalist.
The students always tell me
"This is a 'labor oflove,'" that they learn more about
1

I-House reunions at ISU, Europe
Two reunions ar e being '
For I-House alumni in
planned for former residents the United States, a reception
of International House. The I will be held from 4 to 6 p.m.
first will be held Aug. 8 at the in the 1857 Room of the Bone
home of Andrea Frei Kaser in Student Center on Saturday,
Switzerland and the second Sept. 26. Advance registration
will be during Homecoming is necessary. Contact Marilyn
activities on campus Sept. 26. Boyd at (309) 436-1651.
In addition, members of
Kaser and Marsha Ginson
are organizing the reunion for the I-House Alumni Associa1-House alumni in Europe.
tion will march in the HomeAlumni interested in attending coming parade with current
should contact Kaser at im I-House residents. The
Riedtli, 8497 Fischenthal, parade begins at 10 a.m.
Switzerland.

themselves than anything else."
Petrossian said hundreds
of former summer abroad
students and countless parents
have written him in appreciation for the opportunities
the summer program offers.
The student evaluations often
·c all the summer experience
the best in their lives and refer
to Petrossian as "absolutely
wonderful," "amazing," and
say "no one could replace him."
One student said Petrossian's
"heart and soul are in this
program and the students."
"When you see the reactions of a student from the
Midwest who has never traveled abroad who sees the wonderful culture France has, the
historical sites, it is a very
happy experience for me," he
said. "The students make great
progress in their French language and in their understanding of different cultures.
They change in a wonderful
way, especially in losing their
ethnocentricity. They see the
. great similarities between
· people and get a better understanding of themselves and
their own country.
"I am a firm believer that
the more knowledge you have
of other people and their
countries and their culture,
the better foundation you have
for being an intelligent, enlightened citizen of the world,"
Petrossian said. "The more
you know about others, the
better you know yourself."
Eleven other Illinois State
summer programs are offered
this summer in England, RUSfila,
France, Mexico, Germany
and Canada.

ORL reunion
Plansareunderwayfor a
Homecoming 1993 reunion
of former students and
employees associated with
Illinois State University's
Office of Residential Life.
Previous resident assistants
and professional staff are
asked to send their current
addresses to the Office of
Residential Life in order
to assist in their efforts in
compiling a list of former
employees.
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Model U.S. home built in Russia
By Marc Lebovitz '72

Assistant News Director
As alumni and others
receive this issue of ISU
Today, a brick, ranch house
is nearing completion in the
Russian city of Vladimir, the
900-year-old sister city of
Bloomington-Normal. It is a
new house in the sense that
construction began in mid-May
and the completion will be
marked by a special ceremony
on July 4.
But it also is new in the
sense that nothing like it has
ever been seen in that country,
even in Moscow 118 miles to
the southwest. A laundry room?
Imagine that. An in-house
hot water system? Amazing.
Insulation for energy conservation? Wonderful. Central
vacuum cleaning system?
Unheard off.
Although the "firstAmerican
house in Russia" is bound to
attract international media
attention at the Fourth of July
grand opening, its creation is
truly a grassroots effort; tha~
was planted by Professor Ron

Pope of Illinois State's Political Science Department.
Pope has traveled to the
former Soviet Union dozens
of times in the past 25 years
and is considered an expert
in Soviet/Russian political,
economic and social issues.
He is the founder and president of Serendipity: Russian
Consulting and Development,
Ltd., in Normal, a firm with
many cooperative projects with
Russia including consulting
and assistance in agriculture,
environmental health, criminal
justice, medicine, English
language, and experimental
vegetable farms. The latter,
for example, involved providing vegetable seeds to Russian
families to help improve their
nutrition.
The typical Russian family
lives in a tiny apartment in
a tall concrete building, or in
a small concrete or wooden
house of about 700 square feet,
about half the size of the
American house being built.
Insulation is virtually nonex- ·
I istent, window frames are poor
and there are no screens. Hot
water is iffy and the conve-

Ron Pope, who initiated the American house in Russia project through his entrepreneurial firm, Serendipity, and project supervisor Ed Francis, professor of
Industrial Technology, discuss progress on the house while standing in the excavation site and next to the poured concrete foundation walls.
niences Americans take for State University-generated to house dignitaries overnight.
granted are few.
project, the American house
Susie Pope reports from
Ed Francis, professor of also has Florida ties (alumnus husband Ron that morale was
Industrial Technology at Illinois Brad Hussung '79, a Sarasota excellent on the building proState, is supervising the pro- general contractor, arranged ject despite delays in material
ject in Vladimir and construe- for shipment of the materials) deliveries and language probtion is being handled by and international ties with I lems. Although Americans on
Illinois State students, grad- German contractor and build- the project are staying in a
uates, Bloomington-Normal ing supplier Volker Prenzler. 1 hotel, there is considerable
homebuilders and local city Prenzler will provide a brick- hospitality shown by families
inspectors. Russian builders laying crew from Germany. in Vladimir. There is extensive
are working along side the The city of Vladimir donated personal contact and friendAmericans in hopes oflearning prime Vladimir real estate on liness shown the Americans
about superior American con- which the home is being built. by the Russian citizens.
struction techniques. Pope
Much like the Illinois State
National Public Radio, the
and Francis arranged for University Energy House in ' Associated Press, United Press
extensive donations to build Normal, the American home International and other media
the home, including bricks, in Vladimir will not be used
reporters have made initial
lumber, furnace, windows, insu- as a family residence. It will contacts with Pope and the
lation, central vacuum
be used for educational and July 4 opening is likely to be
and other products.
instructional purposes, Sister on national and internaAlthough it is an Illinois . City activities, receptions, and tional news.

I

3 teachers, student study environment in Russia
Three faculty members and I Committee on Ecology and
one student from Illinois State Nature Preservation.
All costs were borne by the
University's Health Sciences
faculty were in Russia, from I participants, who are assisting
May 10 to 29 to evaluate envi- I Vladimir as volunteers. Illinois
ronmental conditions in
State has exchange programs
Vladimir, a city located north- with two universities in
Vladimir, which has a sister
east of Moscow.
Environmental Health
city relationship with
professors Heinz Russelmann, ! Bloomington and Normal.
Russelmann also volunAnne N adakavukaren and
Phillip Kneller and student, teered his services to Vladimir
senior Clark Oberlag of
last summer. He evaluated
Edwardsville, Ill., shared infor- health data in relation to envimation and developed sugges- ronmental conditions by observtions that might assist in the ing current processes for pro1 viding drinking water, conwork
of• Vladimir's
City
•
•• I '
• _.
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>
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As Igor Shamov, the mayor ofVladimir, Russia, looks

on, Illinois State Professor Ron Pope turns the first
spade of dirt as construction begins on an American
house in Russia.
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trolling air quality, and managing liquid and solid wastes.
Nadakavukaren specialI izes in waste management
and institutional environments. She was available to
discuss regulations governing
waste management, provide
I lectures and meet with government committees, students and
faculty.
Kneller's specialty is food
service management. He proI vided comprehensive 15-hour
' training in this field, using
I Russian language materials.

I
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President's Club Dinner

Pledges from telefund
exceed $500,000 mark
Illinois State University's
telefund program continues to
show successful results, including campaigns for alumni,
parents and students.
Using an automated calling
system which was implemented in February, paid student
callers have received pledges
from 5,376 alumni, an increase
of over 1,000 from the previous
year's telefund campaign. In
addition, 731 senior students
and 455 parents have made
pledges toward the 1991-92
annual fund campaign.
Total pledges from donors
reached thus far in the campaign exceeds $500,000
from nearly 6,000 alumni,
parent and senior donors.

Illinois State University President Thomas Wallace
(center) recognizes E. Burton Mercier '50 (left) and
Thomas N. Jacob for their leadership to the Illinois
State University Foundation at the annual President's
Club dinner on May 29. The two men have served a
combined 20 years as chairmen of the ISU Foundation
Board of Directors. Jacob was chairman from 1973 to
1984 and Mercier has been chairman since 1984.

$349,093 was pledged from calls and receive a minimum
alumni, $49,000 from parents, of 11 hours of training. The
and $125,000 from seniors automated system features
during calling that began in
state-of-the-art fund raising
February and concluded in combined with computer
early June. The alumni cam- technology. With the help of
paign alone is already
computer screens in front of
$96,000 over goal, which was ' each caller, the system has
set at $253,000.
helped the telefund campaign
Calling will continue
complete more calls, assemble
throughout the summer. An and update information, and
additional 52 sessions of calling manage the facts and figures
are scheduled for between
in a logical, usable way.
early June and early August
The teiefund program
in an attempt to reach firstconcentrates on encouraging
time alumni donors. An addi- dialog between the student
tional 15,000 alumni will be
caller and the alumnus, includcontacted during these dates. ing updating employment
The automated calling and address information, as
system includes students who I well as asking for particiare hired to make. the telefund I pation in the annual fund.

Seniors raise funds for gift to university
Seniors who left Illinois
· Challenge Telefund, 731 memState University after com- I
i hers of the class of 1992
1
· pledged $125,000 to the unimencement left a part of
themselves behind as a result I
/ versity over the next three years,
of a record-setting year for
I ~th the first installment due
i the Senior Challenge.
'itf m March 1993.
.,
Senior Challenge, created
J,fj .
The 731 students who
in 1985, is a fund-raising
made pledges represented 42
H 1 percent of those contacted by
1 campaign organized by seniors
who select, fund and award
phone, an attractive rate for
1
a class gift to Illinois State.
telephone fund-raising, and
Funds are sought in three ways:
the average pledge was $171.
The $125,000 Senior Challenge
by telephone, by direct mail ,
and at a table set up at cap
Telefund figure shattered last
and gown distribution prior
I year's record pledge total of
to the May commencement
· $110,000. This year's amount
' ceremony.
I will likely continue Illinois
, State's status as No. 1 among
The Senior Challenge A large thermometer
Telefund is part of Illinois showing the progress of
! Midwest universities with
State's overall Telefund effort the 1992 Senior Challenge senior class fund raising
efforts.
, to gain donations from alumni, campaign stands in front
! parents and other friends of of Rambo House.
Total pledges for the Class
of '92 Senior Challenge were
· the university. That process exactly $125,000.
"The students making $131,070. Seniors voted earlier
will continue through Aug. 8 I
from the Illinois State telefund those phone calls were the ones this year for their class gift to
who really made it happen," be used to create new univeroperations room in the Professional Development building. I Heuermann said. Students sity ID cards that would use
i According to Bob Heuer- were hired to make the telefund the latest technology to proI mann, assistant director of calls and received a minimum
vide more services for students,
I development for the telefund, 1 of 11 hours of training.
faculty and staff. Bar codes
"After we passed our
the telefund goal of the Senior
and high intensity magnetic
Challenge was $90,000. The i $90,000 goal and got close to strips on each card, similar
I overall goal was $125,000. But ! the $125,000 figure, they to the regular credit cards,
Heuermann and the telefund offered to work late and some would allow cardholders to
I staff made it their personal sophomores even offered to obtain information, make
goal to reach $125,000 with . donate money in order to reach university-related purchases
telefund alone. And as the last the goal. Of course I had to and make other functions
evening of the two-week turn them down because this more efficient and convenient.
Senior Challenge telefund challenge is just for seniors."
By the end of the Senior
drive ended, pledges totaled
1.
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Among those attending the President's Club dinner were
(standing) Vice President and Provost David and Trudy
Strand, (seated, from left) Barbara Perry, Karin Bone,
and Stan '63 and Alice Ommen. Individuals may become
members of the President's Club by making a gift of
$10,000 to the university; pledging $1,000 per year for
10 years; making a planned gift of$30,000 or
through
a will, trust or other financial commitments; or by
giving a combination ofthese_types ofgifts.
,
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more

'
W. Charles Witte '71, a
member. of the ISU
Foundation Board of
, Directors and a McLean
I County Circuit Court
judge, read~ a humorous
resolution in honor of
Chairman Burt Mercier's
birthday. .
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Homecoming 1992
induction and recognition program
4 p.m. - 6 p.m. - International House Alumni Reception 1857
Room, Bone Student Center
Monday, Sept. 21
4
p.m. - ISU Black Colleagues Association Annual
College of Business Week begins - 25th anniversary celebraMeeting
tion, "Continuing Excellence: Education and Innovation"
I 5 p.m. - Women's Volleyball vs. Tulsa - Redbird Arena
5:30 p.m. -Alpha Tau Omega Social Hour -ATO
Wednesday, Sept. 23
Chapter
House
Downtown Normal Business Association "Spirit Contest" 1
7:30
p.m. - ISU Black Colleagues Association
judging
Homecoming dinner ,
8 p.m. - Alpha Tau Omega Homecoming Dance Thursday, Sept. 24
I
Barney's
Restaurant, Bloomington
Banner
contest
judging
banners
to
be
displayed
in
the
I
8 p.m. - Casino Night - Circus Room, Bone Student
Bone Student Center
Center (sponsored by the student Sp'ecial Events
7:30 p.m. - Student Talent Show - Ballroom, Bone
Committee)
Student Center
9 p.m. - "The Best of Times Rock and Roll Spectacular"
featuring Captain Rat and the Blind Rivets - Ballroom, Bone
Friday, Sept. 25
2 p.m. - House Decoration judging for registered student Student Center
Men's Tennis, Redbird Fall Invitational, McCormick
, organizations
Courts
5 p.m. - Women's Volleyball vs Southwest Missouri
State - Redbird Arena
Sunday, Sept. 27
6 - 7:30 p.m. - College of Business 25th Anniversary
Geography Trippers Breakfast - Circus Room, Bone
Reception - Jumer's Chateau on Veteran's Parkway
7 - 10 p.m. - Bloomington/Normal Alumni Chapter Reception Student Center
1 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Ewing Festival - Ewing Manor, corner of
- Jumer's Chateau on Veteran's Parkway. All alumni are
Emerson
St. and Towanda Ave., Bloomington
invited to join the chapter in kicking off the weekend. The
3
p.m.
- ISU Wind Symphony Concert - Ballroom, Bone
Bloomington/Normal chapter will receive it's official charter
Student Center
I from the Alumni Association and faculty/ staff who retired
in 1991-92 will be honored. Class of 1986 Senior Challenge
gift presentation to the University will be held during the
Homecoming Ticket Order Form
1
, reception.
8 p.m. - Pep-rally - Bonfire/Fireworks and free pizza Football Tickets - ILLINOIS STATE vs. EASTERN
ILLINOIS
Tri-Towers field
Men's Tennis, Redbird Fall Invitational, McCormick
Tickets may be ordered by completing this form and returnCourts
ing it to ISU Alumni Services or may be purchased in
person at the Athletic Ticket Office located in the Redbird
Saturday, Sept. 26
For MasterCard or VISA orders call (309) 438-8000.
Arena.
8:30 a.m. - Homecoming 5K "Run for the Redbirds."
Contact the Athletic Promotions Office at (309) 438-7143 for
$9.50 for reserved seats
registration information.
- $5.00 for youth reserved seat (high school or
9 - 11 a .m. - Alumni Associat~on Coffee and Donuts
younger)
Open House - Bone Student Center
$3.00 for ISU Students with valid ISU ID
9 - 11 a.m. - Refreshments for alumni and friends in the
---- - $3.00 for handling per order
lobbies of all Residence Halls
9:30 a.m. - Honors Alumni Association Coffee and
Tickets can be mailed or held at Will Call (north gate of
Redbird Arena) for pick up on game day.
Donuts reception and parade viewing - Honors Office
Please indicate:
mail tickets
hold tickets
verandah
No orders will be mailed after Sept. 14.
9:30 - 11 a.m. -ASSE Coffee Tent for Safety Alumni ..............No refunds for any advance ticket sales ...............
outside Moulton Hall to watch the parade
10 a.m. - Parade - begins at College Ave. and University
St., heads east on C_ollege to School St., south on School St. · Rock and Roll Spectacular - "Captain Rat and the
Blind Rivets"
to North St., east on North St. through downtown Normal,
east on Beaufort, north on Linden, west on Mulberry to
_ _ $1.00 in advance ($2.50 at the door)
School St., north on School St. to Locust St.
_ _ !SU Students free with valid ISU ID
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. - Ewing Festival, Ewing Manor - corner
Tickets may be ordered by completing this form and returning
of Emerson St. and Towanda Ave., Bloomington
it to ISU Alumni Services or purchased in person at the
10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. - Redbird Family Fair - Pre-game
Alumni Office located in Rambo House. No telephone orders
activities for all alumni and friends, featuring food vendors
will be accepted. Tickets will be mailed or can be picked up
Avanti's Italian. Restaurant, Garcia's Pizza in a Pan, and
at the Open House, 9 to 11 a.m., Bone Student Center.
Redbird Concessions. ISU Black Colleagues Association
Please indicate:
mail tickets
hold tickets
special seating area.
Name and Class Year
11 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Health Sciences Alumni Organization
Picnic on the Quad
Mailip_g Address
11:30 a.m. - Fell Hall Rededication Ceremony
Qjty, State, Zip
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. Criminal Justice Science Alumni
Social - Garcia's on Dale St.
Daytime Phone Number
1 p.m. - Alpha Tau Omega Annual Alumni Association 1
Meeting - Bone Student Center
· Make checks payable to ISU Alumni Services. Return check
and order form to Homecoming Order, 3100 Alumni Services,
1:30 p.m. - Football vs. Eastern Illinois -Halftime
Illinois State University, Normal, Ill. 61761-6901·
presentation will inclu,de the Athletic Hall of Fame

1

Schedule of Events

I
I

THE

BESTOFTIMES!

Illi11ois State Homecoming
September

25•27

Ewing Festival to be
part of Homecoming
The annual Ewing Festival, traditionally held during
the fall semester, will be held
this year during Homecoming
weekend, Sept. 26 and 27, at
Ewing Manor on the corner
of Towanda Ave., and Emerson
St., in Bloomington.
This festival, sponsored
by the College of Fine Arts, is
a two-day event organized
around a variety of activities
such as art exhibits and sales,
art demonstrations, music and
theater performances, children's
activities, and a variety offood
vendors. Various sectors of
the university and surrounding
communities participate in
the festival. Faculty donate
their tirrie by giving demonstrations and performances.
One of the highlights of the
festival is the Children's Area,
including numerous activities
to entertain and educate children. This is made possible by
area organizations and ISU
volunteer students.
A free shuttle bus will provide transportation to and
from the festival. Buses will
leave and return to the Bone
Student Center and the Illinois
Agricultural Association parking lot at regular intervals on
Saturday and Sunday. Because
oflimited parking facilities
within the vicinity of the festival grounds, guests are.
strongly encouraged to take
advantage ofthe shuttle service.
The festival hours will be
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Sunday from 1 to 6 p.m.
Admission is by donation, $2
for adults and $1 for children.

I

I

I

I
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The Best of Times!
Ticket Information
Tickets for the football game
against Eastern Illinois Univer-

,

sity and the Rock and Roll
Spectacular dance may be
ordered in advance by using
the Homecoming order form
I.on this page.
The Athletic Ticket Office
will fill orders for football and
the Alumni Office will fill
orders for the dance. Tickets
for other events need not be
purchased in advance.
For questions, including
hotel and motel information, call
the Alumni Services Office at
(309) 438-2586.

Alumni Band planned
for Homecoming '92

Captain Rat and the Blind Rivets, a zany rock and roll band, will entertain alumni and friends Saturday
evening of Homecoming weekend.

Homecoming 1992 will include rock and roll show
Have you ever seen guitars
played with Tennis rackets,
Smurf juggling, and dancing
inflatable Ronald Reagans?
Have you witnessed the
comical spectacle of grown
men singing, dancing, playing,
telling jokes, and transforming
entire crowds into happy,
dancing fun monsters?
If not, you'll have your
opportunity to be a part' of
this and more as Illinois
State University's Homecoming
1992 presents an evening of

on Saturday, Sept. 26 featuring Captain Rat and the
Blind Rivets.
Captain Rat is a 50's-60's
musicaVcomical extravaganza
rock band, specializing in
American music of the Franki
Valli, the Monkees, Dion, Elvis
era. Captain Rat has been
well known in central Illinois
since 1980 for their wild stage
show featuring props, silly
hats, funny faces, humor and
zany antics.
Based in Champaign, Ill.,

the group is consistently
voted best local band. They
have performed at Memorial
Stadium, the Chicago Air and
Water Show, and the Rose
Bowl and with such artists
as Jan Berry, Carl Wilson
and Spinal Tap.
The group features four
outstanding musicians. The
playing is tight and energetic;
their excellent singing and
harmonies shine on Beach
Boys songs and a cappella
numbers. The band members

move throughout the crowd
using wireless transmitters
and even switch instruments.
The Homecoming Best of
Times Rock and Roll Spectacular featuring Captain Rat
and the Blind Rivets will
begin at 9 p.m. in the Ballroom of the Bone Student
Center.
Advance tickets will be
sold for $1 (see page 10). Tickets
willbe$2.50at the door. ISU
students with a valid ID
will be admitted free.

Don't miss the third annual
Homecoming Redbird Family Fair
Saturday, Sept. 26, 10:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.
Look for the tents outside the North Gate of Redbird Arena
Food Vendors
Garcia's Pizza in a Pan
Avanti's Italian Restaurant
Redbird Concessions

Entertainment
Music
Carnival Games
Door Prizes

Illinois State University
Band Director Da n Farris
has announced that a Big
Red Marching Machine
Alumni Band is being organized for Homecoming activities, Sept. 26.
The day's activities will
include marching in the 10 a.m.
Homecoming parade, an informal reception after the parade,
and group seating for the
football game. All ISU band
alumni are invited to attend.
All band alumni interested
in participating in any of the
activities should complete the
formbelow and return by
Sept. 1 to Dan Farris, Homecoming 1992 - Alumni Band,
Illinois State University
Music Department, Normal,
Ill. 61761-6901.
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Theater of '30s to reopen
By Cheryl Young MS '90
Administrative Assistant
Instutional Advancement

-

.,.

The role of movie theaters
in the social lives of Americans
has changed through the
years.
From watching a movie in
the luxury of an air conditioned theater for about a
quarter during the depression
to the 50's cool cats and their
bobby-soxed dates enjoying a
flick for 75 cents to groovy
movies for somewhere around
$1.50 in the 60's to movie prices
keeping up with inflation but
not too faaaaaar out in the '70s,
the Normal Theater provided
entertainment to Illinois State
University students as well
as community residents for
over half a century.
However, by the mid 1980's
the theater was showing signs
of wear. The balcony had been
subdivided to provide a second
and separate theater and
second-run movies were
shown for $1.
After standing closed and
vacant for six months, the
Normal Theater building was
purchased by the Town of
Normal in-November for
$150,000 with funds from the
Federal Community Development Block Grant Program
and action ·w as taken to have
the builping designated as an
historic landmark. A restoration project was launched to
return the building to its
original state.
Although the 40' by 100'
building shows considerable
wear, town officials have been
assured by three architects
and a building contractor, as
well as its own inspection staff,
that the facility is structurally
sound. Restoration generally
should involve cosmetic, not
structural, changes.
Opened on Nov, 18, 1937,
with "Double or Nothing"
starring Bing Crosby and
Martha Raye, the 620-seat
theater was billed as a step
forward, complete with perfect
sound and air conditioning.
The Art-Deco/Art-Modeme
design of the theater was
extremely avant-garde for a
small Midwestern town. The.
interior included a ladies'
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an,
. A model of the Normal Theater located at 209 North
Street as it will look following the renovation project,
which will restore it to its original state.
,
lounge, gents' smoking room, performances.
I
,:,a
and coral seats with plush
The Town of Normal conbacks and leather bottoms. tributed $100,000 toward the '
The walls were stenciled in theater's restoration. The
..
.
blues, salmon, maroon, and remaining funds necessary
silver. Furnishings reflected to complete the project will
Sterr''68"·MS 172'
P' · .
"
..
. '
the horizontals, verticals, and be raised primarily from
Willjali). Gardner MS '.7 0;.Sandwich, m.,:A.pril 6'
curves of the exterior.
private contributions. A 33·oa;vidlland)! '"11, N~rtnal, ill., April 20
The restoration will be member fund raising advisory ·Enimett Sµnmons m '75,-lnglewood, Ca_Iif., Marcp 3Q
conducted in two phases. The committee has been established
Kim Rawley '80, Joliet,.IU., March 23'
first stage will return the mar- with Mrs. Robert G. Bone as
l}()uglas Bapiden '81., Ne\v York, l'f. Y., Nov: 7
quee to its original flashing honorary chair.
neon and will restore the outA replica of the theater· public. This restriction will department, and the Normal
side facade. The restrooms
was constructed by Illinois expire in 2030.
Public Library also have indiI will be made accessible and State Art Department faculty
Specific uses for th e
cated interest. In addition,
the second screen removed to members Dennis French and theater are yet to be deter- plans include making t h e
reunite the balcony with the Aristole. Georgiades. This
mined. A number of groups building available for private
front of the auditorium. All lighted model has been on and organizations have
groups and organizations for
efforts will be made to return I display at various locations already expressed interest in large meetings and training
the building to its 1937 Art- 1 throughout the Bloomington- use of the facility. Town offi- s.ctivities.
Deco style. Upon completion I Normal community since cials realize that it will need
A gala re-opening of the
of phase one, the theater will April.
to accommodate a variety of Normal Theater is being
be ready to open to the public.
The Normal Theater was uses in order to become selfplanned for early 1993, feaIn the second stage, the originally built for use solely sustaining. Illinois State has 1 turing the film shown at the
ceiling, wall coverings, inteas a film theater. However, a expressed interest in using the : 1937 opening. Just as on that
rior lighting, and seats will
current agreement with the building for live theater, movie November evening in 1937,
be restored. A lighting system previous owner stipulated the showings, guest s peakers , a two block area will be
and an enhanced sound system facility may be used for any 1 lecture classes and film classes. cordoned off and decorated
will be added, as well as some purpose with the exception i Various community theater for the re-opening. Plans also
adaptations to the stage area of showing first- or second- I and dance organizations, the include guests in period cloth1 to better- aceommodate-live .. run-mo¥ies -to-the .g-e~raJ,
Normal Parks and Re-creation - in'g' and the use of 1930s
' automobiles.
.
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Chicago alums to help teach reading
Remember the first time
you looked at a book and
dreamed ofunlocking its secrets?
For those of you reading these
words, it may seem long ago
and far away, but for 27 million
adults nationwide who cannot
read, it is a dream denied.
According to national literacy statistics, there are one
million adults in Chicago who
are in immediate need ofliteracy services. That means one
out of four Chicago area adults
are functionally illiterate, compared with the national average of one in five adults.
The Illinois State Chicago
Alumni Chapter is at the fore-

TOP

ISU student John Havemann displays his design for the
new Town ofNormal logo at a town council meeting.
Photograph reprint.ed with permisswn from the Pantagraph.

her of the Chicago Alumni
Chapter community service
committee, tutoring is simple,
enjoyable and very rewarding.
"Illinois State alumni, too, can
give others the magic gift of
reading," Robson said.
For information on the ·
Chicago Alumni Chapter's literacy program, contact Robson
at (312) 321-5770. For volunteer opportunities, contact one
of these literacy hotlines
between 8:30 am. and 5:30 p.m.
In Chicago, call (312) 939-8600;
in Illinois, (800) 321-9511; outside Illinois (800) 228-8813.
Please tell the hotline operator you are an alum.

TEN REASONS

To purchase the ISU Alumni Directory

Student designs logo
for Town of Normal
When in .need of a new
logo for the Town of Normal,
city officials went to a group
of citizens to get their help.
Members of Design Streak, a
student-run design firm out of
Illinois State University's
art department, were asked
in January to submit their
suggestions for the logo.
At an April Town ofNormal
City Council meeting, the new
logo was selected from 11 proposals submitted by Design
Streak. The new design was
done by John Havemann, a
junior art major from La
Grange, Ill.
The logo features arches
with a step appearance at the

front in helping solve this
national problem. In August,
the chapter will launch a pilot
literacy program through its
community service committee.
Chicago alumni chapter members will be asked to volunteer as tutors in local literacy
programs in Chicago and the
greater Chicago area.
Volunteers will be directed
to existing literacy programs
near their homes or places of
employment. The volunteer
tutors will receive 12 hours
of training and then matched
with potential students.
According to Cindy
(Pemberton) Robson, a mem-

10. The ISU Directory will look good on your bookshelf.
9. The Directory makes a great booster seat or door stop.

: bottom and is done in dark
I green and white. The design
creates a lowercase letter "n."
According to a story in I
the April 22 edition of the i
Daily Vidette, Havemann 1
said, 'The logo was taken from
architecture in the downtown
area. The arches were from
the Normal Theater and the
' downtown area."
The new logo replaces one
which was first introduced 17
, years ago and included buildI ings which have since been \
renovated and changed. Use
of the logo will be on town
letterhead, business cards of
e mployees, signs and city
vehicles.

I

8. Your spouse can look up your old flames.
7.

It wlll help you Identify a guest list for that speclal occasion.

6. You're not anyone 'til you see your name in print.
5.

Professors can locate you for that long overdue paper.

4.

You can prove to your family and friends that you actually graduated.

3. You can find out how many alumni actually live in your community.

2. You can make sure the Alumni Office has your correct address.

1. You can find old ISU friends.

'38-' 41 reunion September 18-20
A reunion is being planned for the Illinois State Normal
University classes of 1938, 1939, 1940 and 1941. Activities will
be held Sept. 18 - 20 in Bloomington-Normal.
A reception will be held Friday, Sept. 18 at 6 p.m. at the
Lucca Grill. Saturday's activities include lunch at 11:30 a.m.
at the Lucca Grill. At 3 p.m., the group will meet at the Elks
Club in downtown Bloomington. A jazz band will play from 5
to 7 p.m. with dinner served at 6:30. The band will continue to '
play for dancing following dinner. Jack Secord '41 will be master
of ceremonies. Arrangements for a golf outing on Sunday morning will be made for those interested.
Planning committee members are Merle Edmunds Jr. '43,
Jack Secord '41, Jim DePew '41, John Baldtni '40, and Jim I
Hardgrove '41.
I1
Persons interested in attending should send $5 per person
or $10 per couple to Merle Edmunds Jr., 915 S. Vale St.,
Bloomington, IlL, .61701, phone (309) 662-4278_
,
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But SERIOUSLY Folks,
WE NEED YOUR HELP!

The Alumni Office will be publishing the 1993 Alumni Directory soon. Surveys

•

are to be mailed in June to all Graduates... please take a few moments to complete
the information and return it to Publishing Concepts, Inc. This reputable directory company will offer the directory exclusively to graduates of Illinois State.
Alumni are under no obligation to purchase the directory, but are encouraged to
return the questionaire in order to ensure an accurate listing in the directory.
......,_......;.._..,.....,.._ _ _ _...,...,............,..;.,.-..,....,..-,---,-.,............,....,........,....,....,.--,--,--...,......,,_.--__,;_--.....;_;..:__....;,...________,
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Students urge
funding increase
for university
hand delivered to Illinois Governor Jim Edgar's office in
Assistant. Director
Springfield over 6,000 letters
Alumni Services
from ISU students. The letters
were preprinted with concerns
One group of Illinois State about the underfunding at ISU
University students has done and the reduction in support
more than just sit back and for financial aid, but were
watch the problem of under- individually signed by students.
funding at their university.
Members of the fraternity
They took their concerns, as staffed tables in the library
well as those of several thou- and the Bone Student Center ~
sand fellow students, straight to to generate the signatures
the Governor this spring.
from fellow students on the
Led by Chris LaBounty, a letters. In addition, members
'
,
graduating College of Business carried letters with them to Mary Ann Louderback '74, MS '80, PhD '84 talks with the press in Springfield a~er
senior from Dwight, Ill., the I classes and used other personal ; receiving _on behalf of Governor Ji_m Edgar over ~,000 letters from Illinois State
me~bers of th~ busin~ss fra- 1 contacts in acquiring signa- students in support of ~etter fun_d ing for education.
_.,, temity Delta Sigma Pi orga- tures. Students were asked the letters. Contacts with ' ofh1s staff and an ISU grad. I to ISU. Senator Vince Demuzio,
nized a letter writing campaign to read and sign the letters if 1 both local and national media , Mary Ann Louderback '74, MS D-Carlinville, has said, "We
in su?port of more appropriate · they agreed with the concerns were made to encourage the_ir I '80, P~ '84 serv~s as Go:emor are clearly at a crossroads in
fundmg levels for education which were outlined.
coverage of the presentat10n. · Edgar s executive assistant higher education. Tuition
as well as for Illinois State.
The Governor's office was
Although the Governor's for education and represented continues to increase at a
On April 3, LaBounty and notified in advance when the schedule did not permit him him in accepting the letters.
faster pace than the rate of
fellow Delta Sig members students would arrive with
to meet with the students,
"The information which inflation. The state's share of
they were met by a member the students presented in their I funding higher education conletters," said Louderback, ''was tinues to decrease, and the
very well thought out and cost of higher education is
researched. The effort was very being shifted more and more
positive, including seeing the from the state to students and
excitement in the students by their families."
LaBounty was pleased
having the opportunity to get I
politically involved."
\ with the success of the effort.
In response to the students' \ He felt the governor's office
work, Gov. Edgar sent a letter was very receptive. In addition,
to Delta Sigma Pi outlining I several news media covered
his work to make education his presentation to Louderback,
a priority in the state. The including both UPI and AP
letter was published in the national wire services; televiMay 6 issue of the student I sion stations from Springfield,
newspaper, the Daily Vidette. Decatur and Champaign; a
Increasing awareness in television station from Peoria;
theplightofhighereducation ' ISU's TV-10; and the
was the main goal LaBounty Bloomington-Normal Pantahad outlined for the program. graph and Daily Vidette
"I knew we wouldn't make any newspapers.
great changes," La Bounty
Susan Kem, assistant to
said. ''We were primarily con- the president and director of
cemed with educating students community and govemmental relations at ISU, agreed.
a s well as other people
throughout the state. We j "Our students generated a lot
wanted people to know what of positive publicity for Illinois
types of things were hap- State University," she said.
pening because of the lack of \ ''They devoted countless hours
state funds. Our goal was not to this campaign, which demonto blame anyone, but to show I strated their willingness to be
that college students are con- part of developing a positive
Illinois St~te students (from le~) Daron Osman, Kristen Cowgill, Jana Fahl, Rob
I cemed about these problems." solution to the funding of
Englehardt, Andy Molitor and Chris LaBounty walk away from the Illinois State
These problems are, the ' higher education in Illinois."
Capitol Building a~er leaving proof that students are concerned with the future of
students recognizE:, not unique
education (~ f~e sta(~.
f )
J I
I
, 1 I t
By Barbara Todd '79, MS '84
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Sports Outlook
Golf

4x400-meter that finished
second and third respectively
to lead the Redbirds. ISU's
other conference champions
include: Katrina Boatright in
the long jump, Amy Huckstep
in the 400-meter hurdles and
Jennifer Ward in the discus.
The team tallied up 18 all-conI ference athletes by placing in
the top three of each event.
Two ISU athletes qualified
for the NCAA Outdoor Championship. Metria Bell ran a
2:06. 78, a school record, to
automatically qualify and
Tiffiani Archey jumped 5' 10"
I to meet the provisional mark.

In something of a sports
rarity, ISU golfers captured
the medalist honors in both
men's and women's conference
action. Tom Sipula, a senior
from Ottawa, Ill., won the
Missouri Valley Conference
title, while Melanie York of
Decatur, Ill., captured the
Gateway crown.
Sipula's effort, which consisted of rounds of 68-74-77 at
Lake OfThe Ozarks, Mo., paced
the Redbirds to the team title,
as well.
Head coach Harland Kilborn
was named MVC Coach of the
Year.
Men's Track and Field
Triple jumper Dion Simmons
Aside from Sipula, other '
all-conference Redbirds were a sophomore from Decatur, ill.,
freshman Tracy Vest, who fin- won his second triple jump title
ished third, and senior Steve at the Drake Relays and won
Moore, who was sixth.
the Missouri Valley ConferYork's win came at the ence title. The jump that won
tough Tallgrass Course in the Drake Relays crown for
Wichita, Kan. The junior shot Simmons was also a personal
rounds of 80-78-81 to win by best (53' 3/4") and automatically
one stroke. The team finished ' qualified him for the NCAA
second,just three shots behind i
homestanding Wichita State.
Sophomore Tina Lindsey
finished fourth to also earn
all-Gateway honors.
·1

Women's Track and Field

•

.

The 1992 Gateway outdoor
track and field championships
were a repeat of the 1991 championships for Illinois State.
The Redbirds, who lost to
Indiana State by just 2.25 points
last year , came up only five
points short this year.
Metria Bell ran to her

,1

Dion Simmons

Outdoor Track and Field
Championship.
I At the Missouri Valley
I Conference Championship, ISU
I finished in fourth place with
1
four conference champions and
13 all-conference athletes. Art
i Siemers in the 1,500-meter run,
I Mike Straza in the 5,000-meter
run, Tony Daniel in the 10,000meter run and Simmons in the
triple jump were ISU's four
' champions.
1

MetriaBell

fourth Gateway title in the
800-meter run and was a member of 4x800-meter relay and

Baseball
A healthy squad was a
luxury that head baseball
coach Jeff Stewart did not have
this season. Before the season

even began, the probable start- GTE Academic All-District 5 the best year the team has
ing center fielder went down team, and will have her name had in at least five years."
The Redbirds set a school
with a season-ending knee placed on a national ballot to
with 186. 7 points in
record
injury.
be considered for all-America
a
win
over
Winona State
Before the season was honors. Davis was the team
half over, two other every-day RBI leader with 29. Senior on March 2, then came back
starters had missed substan- second basemen Tory Koss, on March 20 to down Illinois.
Athletic Notes
tial amounts of time with also of Casey, received most
• Kevin Bellis, a former
injuries. The crowded training valuable player honors for
ISU wrestler and an assistant
room was just one reason that the season.
for the last seven years, will
theRedbirdsstumbledtoa5-18 Men's Tennis
succeed George Girardi, who
start. However, the record at
Paced by Stephen Bell's
that time was somewhat mis- second-place finieh in number recently retired.
• Women's basketball
leading since 11 of those losses two singles, Illinois State
came to national powers such finished sixth in the Missouri coach Jill Hutchison received
the prestigious Carol Eckman
as Arkansas, Miami, Wichita Valley Conference.
State and Indiana State.
The team finished 13-10 Award from the Women's
Illinois State managed to overall, a mark that included Basketball Coaches Associaregain its composure, though, I the school's first-ever victory tion at this year's Final Four
and convention in Los Angeles.
and went 16-13 for the rest of over a Pacific 10 Conference
Hutchison, who has won 374
' the season to finish at 21-31. team, 5-4 over Oregon.
1
I
games in 21 seasons, is just
Included in the late-season '
The three ISU doubles
drive was a double-header t eams combined for a 17-9 the seventh recipient of the
award.
j sweep of Bradley on the last
regular season mark.
I • ISU athletes completed
conference weekend of the Women's Tennis
I season to gain a berth in the I
First-year Illinois State I yet another public service pro' Missouri Valley Conference's ; head coach Jessica Daw said ' ject when 20 of them helped
, her initial campaign included · Normal's Northpoint ElemenI post-season tournament.
i Senior relief pitcher Tom I some "get-acquainted" time. 1 truy School complete its Reading
Week. The Redbirds appeared
· Duffy, junior shortstop Mark ' That adjustment didn't keep
Dorencz and freshman right . the t.eam from achieving, though. ' at a school assembly, then
fielder Andy Schofield were I The Redbirds finished 13-10 moved to various classrooms
to read to the students.
named Honorable Mention· ' overall, 8-2 in the Gateway
• The overall grade point
All-Missouri Valley Confer- Conference and nabbed third
average of Illinois State's 369
ence selections.
in the conference meet.
Softball
ISU's two seniors led the student-athletes was a record
2.70 in the spring semester.
Thegoalofwinningthelast 'Birds with 20-pl us wins:
than 35 percent (131 of
More
Gateway Conference softball Michelle Greenan finished the
369)
ofISU's
student-athletes
championship was not to be
season at 26-6 and Kathleen
achieved
3.0
or
better, and 10
this season for the young Westhoven finished at 20-9.
carded
a
4.0.
lliinois State squad. The team Greenan and Jamie Knight led
• Redbird Field, home of
which consisted of just one the doubles tandems with a
the baseball Redbirds, won the
senior, three juniors, seve n 19-9 record.
1991-92 Beam Clay Baseball
sophomoresandfourfreshmen, Gymnastics
Diamond of the Year for colfinished the 1992 season with
Joanne Bowers said
an overall record of 24-35-2 5it all, "This was definitely legiate baseball fields.
and an 8-11-1 record in GateFootball tickets available
way play (fifth place regularseason finish).
Season tickets for Illinois State's five-game home football
In what head coach Melinda schedule are available through the ticket office in Redbird
Fischer called "one of the toughArena (309/438-8000).
est schedules" in the seven
The price of the ticket, which guarantees the best seat
years that she has been coachlocations, is $47.50 each. Individual game tickets and group
individual game tickets are also available.
1 ing at ISU, the 1992 slate
I
proved to be a very challeng1992 Illinois State Football Schedule
ing one for the Redbirds. ISU Sept. 5
SOUTHWEST STATE
6:30 p.m.
played 18 games against Top Sept. 12
at Northern Illinois
6:35 p.m.
20 opponents.
at Indiana State
6:30 p.m.
Sept. 19
EASTERN ILLINOIS
1:30 p.m.
The Redbirds were led in Sept. 26
at Northern Iowa
1:30 p.m.
hitting by sophomore infielder
Oct. 3
at Youngstown State
6:30 p.m.
Selina Braden's .330 batting
Oct. 10
SW MISSOURI STATE
1:30 p.m.
average. Her batting average Oct.17
of .450 in conferenre play ranked Oct. 24
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
1:30 p.m.
among the conference leaders Oct. 31
at Western Illinois
1:30 p.m.
WESTERN KENTUCKY
1:30 p.m.
most of the season. First base- Nov. 7
at SE Missouri State
2 p.m.
man Lana Davis, a junior from Nov. 14
Casey, Ill., was named to the
All times Central and subjeet to change · · ·· - • • •

I

I
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Among Alumni
'26

Minora (Molles) Boyle,
lives in St. Louis, Mo.

'31

Rosie (Rasmussen)
Yarger, Normal, Ill., is the
first recipient of the Friends
of Milner Library Distinguished Service Award.

'37

.
Leola (Phillips) Tracy
.is retired. $he and her
husband, Meredith, reside
in Joliet, ill. · •.

'41

'53

Dale Hultgren is retiring as the A-V coordinator
and science department
chairman for Aurora (Ill.)
Public Schools. He and his
wife, Rao, live in Aurora.

'56

Jean (Mattioli)
Ahlberg, French teacher at
Lanphier High School,
Springfield, Ill., received the
Springfield public sc.hool
district's educator of the
year award.

'57

Ruth (-Parkinson)
Phillip Laesch,
Rosendall is retired from Princeton, Ill., is the German
teaching and lives with her ! instructor at Princeton High.
husband, George, in Sun City I
Center, Fla.
Mildred (Scott)
Ruth (Cratz) Landre th
Stevenson is a retired is a kindergarten teacher at
home economics teacher. Allen School, Aurora, Ill. She
She and her husband, F. H., an~ he~ husband, Robert,
live in Potomac, Ill.
reside m Aurora.
. Dean~a (Schroe~er)
Fish,
Bolivar, Mo ., is the
Blanche (Coughenour) director
for the Southwest
Munsterman Armantrout Regional Library, Bolivar.
a retired teacher, lives with
her husband, Scott, in Tucson,
Jill (Lewis) Gronewold
Ariz. , during the winter and
Hoopeston, Ill. , in the MS '82, Peoria, Ill., teaches
summer.
special education at Manual
Ruth Aim (Lighthall) High School, Peoria.
Bartels is a retired teacher.
She and her husband, Cal,
Judy Fairchild ,
reside in Granite City, Ill.
Breckenridge, Colo., is a ski
instructor for Breckenridge
Doris (Myers) and
Ski Corporation and a travel
husband, William Morton counselor for the National
'46, Morton, Ill., celebrated Reservations Travel.
their 50th anniversary.

,60

'42

I

- !

'61

'62

'43

'48

Paul Vegna, Apple
Valley, Calif., is a math
instructor at Victor Valley
College. He is retired from
the Air Force.

Alford

'51

Paul Rosene MS '56, is
a music professor emeritus
for Illinois State University.
His wife, Doris (Mehrkens)
'71, is retired from admissions
at ISU. They reside in Lady
Lake, Fla.
Elvin "El" Brown, San
Jose, Calif., is a n owner and
general partner of two restaurants in northern California.

Judith (Skarecky)
Alford was featured in
Instructor magazine. She is a
fifth grade teacher at Maplewood School, Cary, Ill.

'63

Connie (Miller) Acheson,
Overland Park, Kan., is an
elementary school counselor
at Shawnnee Mission
Schools.

'68

'71

Dennis Riccio has been
David Blood EdD '84,
named head football coach Rich ton Park, Ill. , is
at St. Lawrence University, chairperson of the Division
Canton, N. Y. He is the
of Education at Governors
owner ofRiccio's Sport Service State University and active
and Supply, Frostburg, Md.
with the National AssoWalter Warfield,
ciation of Supervision and
: Runion
Decatur, Ill., is the executive Curriculum De ve lo pment,
director of Illinois Asso- Illinois Computer Educaciation of School Admintors and the Association for
istrators, Springfield, Ill.
Research and Evaluation.
Susan (Hill) Hubbard,
Stanley Coates,
Lexington, Ky., is a substi- Waupeca, Wis., is enjoying
Garth Runion was named
tute teacher. She and her . retirement.
the vice president for academ- husband, Michael, have three I
Pamela (Deninger)
ic affairs and dean of the children.
Melvin MS '75, is a sixth
college at Grove City (Pa.)
grade teacher at Bart lett,
College. He arid his wife,
Il 1. She i s a Nation a 1
Laura (Davis) '65, formerly ·
Leadership Trainer for the
resided in Clinton, Miss.
AIMS Education Foundation
in Fresno, Calif.
Wooctlouse
Janet (O'Leary)
Moira (Higgins) Poe is
Newberg is a rehabilitation
the administrative coordicounselor for the state of
nator for Martin County
Minnesota. She and her
Goverment, Stuart, Fla. She
husband,
Randy, reside in
and her husband, Sidney,
' ' reside in Stuart.
Minneapolis.
Judy (Kingery)
Janice (Funk)
Barbara (Schorn)
Scranton is a consumer Woodhouse, Oregon, Ill., I Macy, Oak Creek, Wis., begins
1
representative for Ralston received the 1992 Out- in July a home economics
standing
Alumni
Award
at
' program in the Peace Corps
Purina, St. Louis, Mo. She
Northern
Illinois
University,
in Sierra Leone, West Africa.
and her husband, Donald,
Lorado Taft Field Campus.
Bill Boostrom is a staff
reside in Manchester, Mo.
She is the owner/manager of physician as si stan t at
Jan Woodhouse & Associates; Memorial Medical Center,
coordinator of student activ- Corpus Christi, Texas. He
ities at Sauk Valley
and his wife, Ardys, live
Community College; and in Taft, Texas.
editor/publisher of Rock
1
Dueringer River Valley Journal.
Carol (Fosher) Chase
has had two cri me novels
Cherie (Moore) Paglia, published in the U. K. She
Van Nuys, Calif., is a city
and her husband, Ro ry,
clerk for Hidden Hills, Calif. reside in Bedford, England.
Jill (Johnston) Stone
Beverly (Stock)
Lee Dueringer is the
is
the
owner
of
Mar-Ray
Hartter
MS '83 is an assispresident for the National
tant professor of mathematics
Agri-Marketing Association. Gymnastics. She and her
He is a district manager for h u sband, David , reside in at Eureka (Ill. ) College. She
McHenry, Ill.
and her husband, John, and
Elanco Animal Health. He
two daughters live in Eureka.
resides in Fayetteville, N. Y.
Patricia (Alexander)
Marjean Spayer
Hughes, Troy, Mich., is a
Tom Major MS '71, is Lebsock and her husband, high school French and social
the manager for Jones Robert, reside in Las Cruces, studies teacher at Utica
Community Schools, Sterling
Intercable, Bata via , Ill., N. M. She is an assistant
where he lives with his wife, professor at New Mexico H eight s. She and her
State University.
husband, Johnny, have four
Vi.
Frank Pulieo and wife, children.
Joy (Schroeder)
Raywin Huang and wife,
Jacobs has started her PhD 1 Roberta, reside in Chicago,
Rita, live in Okemos, Mich.
program at Michigan State. Ill. He i s employed as a
She and her husband, Lee, section chief/investigations He is an assistant director
reside in Perry, Mich., with for the Federal Deposi t of research and evaluation
Insurance Corp.
for the Department of
their four daughters.
Linda (Goodrich)
Diana "De De" (WhitEmergency Medicine at
Henkel, Warrensburg, Ill., Wayne State Univer sity
more) Leetch MS '74,
Rocky Face, Ga., is the senior is a first grade teach er at School of Medicine, Detroit.
pastor for Mount Vernon Warrensburg -Latham
United -Methodist Church. School District . She and her
husband, Ralf, have t wo
children.

'64

,

'65

'72

'69

'67

'70

1
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Edward Handwerk,
Richland, Wash., is a senior
safety/industrial hygienist
engineer for Battelle/Pacific
Bury
Northwest Laboratories,
Richland, Wash.
Cathy Daugherty Allen
MS '77, Conoga Park, Calif.,
is an organizational development consultant for the Blue
Howard Feddema and Cross of California. Her hus- \
Edward Bury, Logan
wife, Kathleen (Krebs), I, band, Steve '75, is a facilities ! Square, Ill. , was appointed
reside in Arlington Heights, manager at Federal Reserve ' vice president at Schindler
Ill., with their two daughters. Bank, Los Angeles. They · Communications, Inc., Chicago.
Howard is a senior associate have two children.
Judith White is an
for Cambridge Management
Terry Scrogum was executive associate for policy
Group, Inc. Kathleen i.s an
appointed to the Illinois Arts development for the National
adjunct faculty member of I Council by Gov. Jim Edgar.
Board for Professional TeachHarper College, Palatine, Ill.
ing Standards, Washington,
Jane (Kalkwarf) Diaz,
D.C. She and her husband
Pontiac, Ill., is a co-owner and
Marcy Uphoff Effinger, reside in Fredericksburg, Va.
operator of Diaz Sign Art.
Paddock Lake, Wis., has writDeborah (Van De Voort) ten a book "Teaching Art the
Sally (Wilber) Williams,
MinkwasnamedMathematics Easy Way: A Complete Art
Teacher of the Year 1992 of I Curriculum and Textbook Ballwin, Mo., and husband,
Larry, are the parents of a
Dade County Public Schools, I for Grades 4 - 8."
Miami, Fla. She and h er
Reynold Becker, North son, Lawson Allen.
Joseph DePauw is
husband, Charles, and three Riverside, Ill., was promoted
children reside in Hialeah, Fla. to assistant vice president and vocational director, department
Laura (Humphrey)
regional manager for Alliance chairman and teacher for
1 the J.D. Darnall High School,
Drassler is an English of American Insurers .
teacher at Woodruff High I
Mike Richard, Downers Geneseo, Ill. He and his wife,
School, Peoria, Ill. She and
Grove, Ill., was promoted to Marilyn (Putney), reside in
her husband, Stephen, and assistant vice president of Geneseo, Ill., with their three
son reside in Peoria.
accounting for the McDonald's children.
Travis Norris is a
Corporation in Oak Brook.
material h andling director He and his wife, Diane, have
for Glass Specialty Co., two children.
Bloomington, Ill. He and his j
Anne (White) Vodicka
wife , Bertha, reside in
is a flight attendant for
Bloomington.
\ American Airlines. Her Margevich
William "Jay'' Grove Jr., husband, Robert '74, is in
Salt Lake City, Utah, was pro- sales for Hermann Marketing.
moted to senior engineering I They reside in Dundee, Ill.,
technician at Eimco Process with their two children.
Steven Margevich is an
Equipment Co., Salt Lake City. ,
environmental consultant
Carol (7.eman) Woodley,
Houston, Texas , is a
Steven Berger MS '77 with the City of Chicago, Ill.,
speech/debate teacher and was named an outstanding Department of Health,
coach at Tomball (Texas) j graduate in communication at Environmental Lead ProIndependent School District. Illinois State. He is president gram. He and his wife reside
Her husband, John '78, is a
of the promotional broadcast in Chicago.
supervisor of the bone marrow services di vision of Wes tern
Lynda Marlett, Springfield,
and electron microscopy labs International Media of Los Ill., was promoted to assistant
at the University of Texas MD Angles, Calif. He resides in treasurer at Central Illinois
Anderson Cancer Center. Burbank with his wife, Claire, Public Service Company.
They have two children.
and two children.
Susan Brosmith,
Eileen (Chandler)
Stacy (Swibaker) Gates Jacksonville, Ill., is a teacher
Swanson, O rangeburg, S . C ., is a State Farm agent in Newark, for the Illinois School for the
is handbell coordinator for the Del., where she lives with Deaf. She is the president of
FirstBaptistChmch,Orangeburg. her husband, James.
the Illinois Teachers of the
Her husband, William EdD '89,
Anthony Venezia and wife, Hearing Impaired.
is an assistant professor in
Rebecca, reside in Los Angeles, '
Terry Lambright ,
physical education and intra- Calif. He is the owner/creative
Colorado Springs, Colo., is an
mural director for South director for Electric Film- English, music and literature
Carolina State University, works, Inc. in Glendale.
professor for the Nazarene
Orangeburg. They have two
Sandra(Hovey)Campbell, Bible College.
daughters .
Chicago, Ill., is the director
for Resurrection After-School
Gary Thompson recently
Program, Chicago. Her husGary DeMoss PhD '92 band, Kevin '77,'is an account returned aboard the ammunitions shipUSS Mount Baker,
and wife, Lynda (Lippert), balancer for First Options.
homeported in Charleston,
are teachers at Olympia
S. C. from a six-month
Schools, Stanford, Ill.
Persian Gulf deployment.

Brigitte Hickman,
Valders, Wis., is the director
of career services for
Lakeland College, Sheboygan.
Her husband, David '74, is
an instructor at Lakeshore
Technical College in
Cleveland , Wis .

,
73

I

·1

I

'75

'77

I

I

76

'74

'78

Robert Long, Bloorriingt.on,
Ill., is an adult probation
officer for McLean County
Court Services. His wife,
Lori (Tipler) '81, is an
in-takecoordinatorforthe
McLean County Court
Services.
Kimberly Theobald is
an attorney in private practice in Waukesha, Wis.
M erridy (Palmer)
Poh l mann is the owner
/president of the Palmer-Pohlmann Studio , Inc. , an art
glass business in Doraville,
Ga. She and her husband
reside in Stone Mountain.
David Moran Jr., is the
director of international sales
at Cleveland (Ohio) Range, Inc.
His wife, Wendy {Cole), is a
freelance desktop publisher.
They reside in Mentor, Ohio
with their three children. ,
Jon Ile is the vice presi-'
dent of Royal Buick-Pontiac,
Tilton, Ill. He and his wife,
Sharry, and son reside in
Champaign; Ill.
James Corcoran is a
psychiatrist at Olive View
Medical Center, Sylmar,
Calif. He and his wife, Alice,
reside in Sherman Oaks.
Glen Cackovic is a lease
marketing officer for Colorado
National Leasing, Inc. in Denver.
Ile and his wife, Ma ry, and
two children reside in Aurora.
James Arends is director of distribution for General
Binding Corp., Northbrook, ID.
His wife, Lori (Rahn) '80, is
a learning disabilities selfcontained fifth grade teacher
for Wauconda District #118.
They have begun their own
business, Dedicon Distribution
in Lisle, Ill.
Frederick Blasek is a
finance and insurance consultant for GMAC in Oakbrook,
Ill. His wife, Cynthia
(Hughes) '80, is a senior
underwriter for Allstate.
They live in Schaumburg.

'79

Teny (Orton) Bloomquist
will be assistant dean at John
Hersey High School. She and
her husband, Bruce, and two
children reside in Elgin, Ill.
Michael Koulos,
Naperville, Ill., is a behavior
disorders teacher at School
Association for Special Education
in DuPage.
Jacob Martin, Matteson,
ID., is a project leader for CNA
Insurance in Chicago. His wife,
Laura (Jones) '83, is an accountant for St. James Hospital.

James Smith, Mahomet,
Ill., is a life-disability insurance salesman for Northwestern
Mutual Life in Champaign.
His wife, Vicki (Taylor), is a
part-time bookkeeper for
Mahomet - Seymour School
District.
ScottRobinson,Naperville,
Ill., is the owner/managing
partnerforExecutiveSolution
Inc., Oak Brook, Ill. His
wife, Debra (Brue) '81,
is a sales consultant for
DMR Consulting in
Naperville. They have two
children.
Cindy (Scarvffi) Klispie
is an Edison Community
College music professor and a
principal trumpeter for Southwest Florida Symphony in Ft.
Meyers. She and her husband,
Alan, live in Punta Gorda, Fla.
Mark Manuel is a guidance counselor for Kenai (Ark.)
CentralHighSchooLHeandhis
wife, Diana, have two children.
Carter Ness is an area
sales manger for Chemtech
Industries, Houston, Texas.
Robin Tilson has been
hired at CME/GDL&W as
assistant controller in
, Houston, Texas.
James Dryer has returned
from a six month West.em Pacific
deployment with the Navy.
Emily Long EdD '90, is
an assistant professor of
education at Carroll College
in Waukesha, Wis.
I
Allan Pen-y MBA '80, is a
pricingsupervisorforSundstrand
His wife, Nancy (H~rger)
'80, is a human resources
division manager for Allstate
Insurance Co. They live
in Rockford, Ill.

L
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'80

Richard Brown is director of medical records for the
National Rehabilitation
Hospital, Washington, D. C.
Chris (Woodson) Zogg
is a staff assistant for State
Farm Insurance, Bloomington,
Ill. She and her husband,
Gary, reside in Bloomington,
Ill.
Cynthia Reis,Chicago,
Ill. , is a trust orpertions
officer for the Continental
Bank.
Brandon Mason is a
district sales representative
for Bunn Capitol Co. He was
named Salesman of the Year
by the company. He and his
wife, Jill, reside in Quincy, Ill.

I
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Laible

Sherry I..aible, Peoria, lli.,
is a marketing employment
specialist for the Illinois
DepartmentofRehabilitation
Services. She was awared the
Charlotte Danstrom Award
from Peoria Area Women In
. Management in April.
Sandy Faw, Aurora, Colo.,
is an associate manager of
asset/liability for Great-West
Life Assurance Co., Englewood,
Colo.

'81

Sco tt Krizan is the
district manager for RA-CO
Security Services, Bradley, ill.
Sheila (Halleran) Lake
is the vice president of human
resources for Intercargo
Corporation, Schaumburg, ill.
She and her husband, Robert,
and two sons reside in
Carol Stream.
Maria D e Langhe,
Hapeville, Ga., is manager of
southeastern region programs
for the National Safety
Council, Atlanta, Ga.
fo..r J;he. J•f a tional Safety
Council, Atlanta, Ga.

~-

Hf
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Mueller

-

Jim Mueller MS '83,
Moline, Ill. , is a speechlanguage pathologist for
Moline Public Schools. His wife,
Deb (Wallace) '79, died in
December 1991 shortly after
the birth of their son.
Dawn (Dorathy)
Naffziger and husband,
Lee, reside at Sterling, Ill.,
with their daughter.
Valerie (Spitz)
LaBerge, Plano, Ill., and
husband, Richard, are the
owners of Elite Prints, Plano.
Patrick Coughlin is a
guidance counselor for Galena
(IlL) Public Schools. He was
nominat.ed for Who's Who Among
American Teacher's. He and
his wife, Karen, have two rhildren.

Dara (Janssen)
Worthington is a county coordinator for Land of Lincoln
Consortium, Petersburg, Ill.
She and her husband and two
children reside in Pet.ersburg
Laura Soltow is a fifth
grade teacher for Moline (ill.)
School District. She and her
daught.er live in Rocle Island, lli.
Barbara Dallinger,
Bloomington, Ill., is an ISSA
secretary for Illinois State
University, Normal, Ill.

'82

.

Micki (Ritt.er) Kacmar is an
assistant professor in the
department of management
and her husband, Chuck '77,
is an assistant professor in the
department of computer
science at Florida State
University in Tallahassee.
Tim Boyll is a finance ·
operations manager for Xerox
Corporation, Park Ridge, Ill.
His wife, Eli7.abeth (Mullahy),
was named finance operations
manager for Baxter Healthcare, Deerfield, Ill. They
reside in Hoffman Estates.

'83

Lisa (Kosek) Rich,
Bloomington, Ill., was named
the Human Resource
Paine
Development Coordinator
with C.C. Services, Inc.
Michael McCafferty
MS '88, was named an
Outstanding Graduate in
.,.i
Communication at ISU. He
Marie (Lehan) Paine is is employed by the Chicago
the employee relations manag- Police Academy as an instructor of law.
er for The Bakersfield
Marcus Canada, East
Californian. She was awarded
the title of Human Resource St. Louis, Mo., is an academic
Professional of the Year by instructor/program promotions
the Kern County Chapter of for lliinois Goodwill Industries.
Amy (Recka) Malley is
the Society of Human Resource
a senior product manager for
Management. She and her
husband, F,dward, and two child- AT & T. She and her husband,
ren reside in Bakersfield, Calif. Dennis, reside in Naperville,
Polly (Armstrong) lleras Ill., with their daughter.
is a senior marketing commuSteve Maxheimer is the
nications specialist at North- president of Twin Cities
west Commu nity Hospital, Ready Mix, Inc., Normal, Ill.
He and his wife, Teri, reside
Arlington Heights, Ill. She
and her husband, Oscar, and in Washington, Ill.
Janice Rhodes,
daughter live in Algonquin.
Calvin Netter MS '86, is Wheaton, Ill., is director of
a dietitian at E. Ludeman fitness and health developDevelopmental Center, Park ment at Wheaton Sport
Forest, 111. He and his wife, Center.
Lolita Green-Nett.er '82, and
son reside in Normal, Ill.
St.eve Britsky, (;bampaign,
Ill., is a sales representative
for Central Data Corporation. Cassady
He and his wife, S~san, are
expecting their first child.
Alan Weed, Bedford, Texas,
is an assistant manager of
labor relations for Bulington
Jerry Cassady has been
Northern Railroad in Fort Worth.
Steve Costello,
named American Angus
Rockford, 111., was promoted Association regiona l
to single copy sales manager manager. He and his wife and
for the Rockford (Ill.)
son reside in Woodlawn, ID.
Mary(Wntiewski)Rowitz,
Register Star.
Wheaton, Ill., is an assistant
Louis Addante is a
regional construction special- city editor for The Daily Herald
ist for Aetna Life and Casualty in Arlington Heights. Her
Loss Control Department, husband, Jeff, is a finance
Downers Grove, Ill. He and director for the Village of
his wife, Carole (Tumilty) Willowbrook, Wheaton. They
have a daughter, Stephanie.
1 '84, reside in Addison with
their two children.

I Scott Warkow, Monroe,

La., is the key hospital
manager for Auto Suture
Company, United States
Surgical Corporation.

Martinez

Anthony Martinez was
appointed an account executive
with Graphic Packaging
Corporation. He and his wife,
Ami, and their three children
reside in Naperville, Ill.

'84

Linda (Greenlee)
Sturtevant is a SYSt.ems analyst
for Corporate Travel-Twin
Cities Inc., Minneapolis, Minn .
Her husband, Mark, is the
owner and plastics engineer
for Contour Plastics, Hammond,
Wis. They and their daughter
reside in River Falls, Wis.
Briaxt T.anham, Kett.ering,
Ohio, is an education analyst
for NCR Corporation. He was
named a 1991 Consistent
achiever by the System
Services Division.
Sheila (McDae) Moore
is a marketing and public information director for Henry
County Health Center, Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa. She and her
husoo.nd, Benjamin, and daughter,
Calli, reside in Mt. Pleasant.
CynthialJarrlc;, Valparaioo,
Ind._, is the head women's
volleyball coach and compliance
roordinator for eligibility/assistant
coordinator of women's athletices for Valparaiso University.
She was named Conference
Coach of the Year.
Nadine (Stocking) Rohr
and husband, David, live in
Island Lake, Ill., with their
son.
Benjamin Schwarm is
an assistant director of government relations at the Illinois
Association of School Boards,
Springfield, Ill. He and his
wife, Gina, reside in Springfield.
Fredric (Ric) King Jr.
is a manager for McGladrey
and Pullen, Olympic Fields, ill.
He and his wife, Maureen,
reside in Frankfort, Ill., with
their adopted daught.er.
Angela Owens Taylor
I is a CD teacher for Milwaukee
(Wis.) public schools. She and
her .h.u.sb~nµ, Qr;_~gory, ,resiµe
in'Mil'w~ulcee'. . J ,; ' , , C I I )

Schuett

Kathy (West) Schuett is
a mathematic teacher for
Urbana (Ill.) Middle School.
She and her husband, J im,
reside in Champaign, Ill .,
with their son.
Janelle (Ufheil) Happach
is a ·volunteer at the area
Crisis Pregnancy Center.
She and her hu sba nd ,
Mathew, r eside in Euless,
Texas, with their two children.
Joe Spivak is the vice
president of sales for S & S
Automotive Group Inc. He
and his wife , Shari, reside
in Orland Park, Ill., with
their two daughters.

'85Debbie (Franzen) Foster
is a senior analyst/programmer
for Kimberly-Clark Corporation,
Roswell, Ga., where she lives
with her husband, Curt.
Cheryl Feth McCall was
promoted t o medical claims
examiner in the group medical
claim division at State Farm
Mutual Automobile Insurance
Company, Bloomington, Ill.
She and her husband, William,
reside in Bloomington with
their son.
Krystyna (Strzyzewski)
Aune MS '87 , is an
assistant professor at the
University of Hawaii in
Honolulu. She and her
husband, Robert, reside in
Honolulu.
Robert Sebem, Champaign,
Ill., is an accounting supervisor for Caradco, An Alcoa
Co., Rantoul, Ill. His wife,
Penny (Roth) '73, is an
itinerant teacher for the hearing
impaired at Central Association
for Special Education.
Therese (Rocha) French
is a medical technologist for the
Santa Barbara (Calif.) Medical
Foundation Clinic. She and
her husband, Rick, and daughter reside in Santa Barbara.
Sharoo.Madsen,l.o;~

Calif., is an account manager
for Fitzgerald Associates, a
motivational/incentive travel
company.
James Doyle, Tinley Park,
I1 m, is a manager/writer/president
p.f.,~ffo,rdable --~~s~_rne &
Wniting>
,, .1 c
. .. S~cvice..,
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Debra Hyslop, Glenwood, Dl.,
is a diagnostician for South
Suhurban Council on Alcoholism.
She recently received her MS
in alcoholism and drug abuse.

Douglas Miller is a professional medical representative for p ha rm ace u ti cal
sales at Marion Merrell Dow
Labaratories. He won the
Regional Sales Represenative
of the Year award and was inducted int.o the MMD Champions
Club. H e and his wife,
Charlene (Cahill) '86 live
I in Bloomington, Ill., with
their son, Brent.
Joseph Dominic is
campus minister and pastoral
musican for Mercyhurst
College in Erie, Pa.
·
Anthony Fwio is a regional manager of Primerica
Financial Service, Des Plaines,
Ill. He and his wife, Paula
(Bombad) '86, reside in Cary, fil
Timothy Thornton,
Geneseo, Ill., is a station
manager for America West
· Airlines in Moline.
Lorene Heuvelman
Hutchinson MS '90, is a
school psychologist for
Hillsborough County Schools,
Tampa, Fla. She and her
husband, Gregory, reside in
Tampa with their daughter.
William Anderson ID,
Princeton, Ill., is a field claims
representative for Country
Companies. His wife, Linda
(Strawbridge), is a kitchen .
designer for Allen Kit.chen Mart.
Thomas Delaney,
Scottsdale, Ariz., is a graduate
assistant for marketing at
Arizona State University.
Chardette (Fiorella)
Jameson is a professional
I sales representative for Smith
' Kline Beecham Parmaceuticals.
She and her husband, Richard,
reside in Burbank, Calif.
Michael Polzin is a fire
claims specialist for State
Farm Insurance Company in
, Evansville, Ind., where he

1

I
Padavic

Fran Padavic (MS),
Springfield, Ill., received the
Ted Smith Practitioner of the
Year Award at the Illinois
School Psychologists Association banquet in Decatur. She
is employed by the Sangamon
Area Special Education District.
Gregory Godsil, South
Bend, Ind., is a sales supervisor for GMAC. He and his
wife have three children.

'86

~Atkins,MtPro;;pect,
Ill., is a dance teacher at Adlai
E'. Stevenson High School,
Lincolnshire, Ill.
Cay (Clark) Clayton is
a systems officer for The
Northern Trust, Chicago, Ill.
She and her husband, Rick,
reside in Palatine.
Beth (Barney) Horner
is the third grade teacher for
Plaquemines Parish School
Board. She and her husband,
Kevin, reside in Boothville, La.
Gail (Hau) Barton is an
account manager for Cambpell
Incentives, Applet.on, Wis. She
and her husband, David,
reside in Appleton.
Scott Lowe, Elgin, Ill.,
is a quality engineer for
Master Molded Products.
Donna (Bassett) Dalton
is an advertising projects manager for the Houston (Texas)
Poot. She and her husband, Dean,
live in Missouri City, Texas.
Martin Koehler is manager
ofArthur Andersen & Company,
Oakbrook Terrace, Ill.
Tony Ghidorzi, Darien,
Ill., is an internal medicine
r esident at Christ Hospital.

'87Teresa (Manage) Kreitzer
is a substitute teacher for Iowa
County Schools. She is a Mary
Kay Cosmetics consultant/team
leader and a part-time teller
at Farmer's Trust & Savings
Bank. She and her husband
live in Williamsblirg, Iowa.
Mary Ellen Olson, Berwyn,
Ill., is a CSR for T. J. Adams
&tssociates, ·Oak 'Br 6 o k .''

I

I

I

with his wife, Joelle.

1 :•;~

John Griffith returned
with the Marine Air Support
Squadron-One from the
NATO
multinational
1
exercise Teamwork 92.
Susan (Johnson) Achekir
works for Esquire Personnel.
She and her husband, David,
reside in Chicago, Ill.
Jerry Wirth formerly a
I financial a nalyst for Caterpillar, Inc., in Plano, Texas,
has
joined the U.S. Peace Corps
1
as part of the first team of volI unteers to gQ to the former
Soviet Union as a busine:s advisor.
Dan Swift, Pekin, Ill., is
a manager for Nucleus East
Fitness Center in East Peoria

I

'

f

Jennifer Weddig, a thirdyear veterinary student at the
University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine at Urbana,
Ill., received the Dr. H. J .
Hardenbrook Equine Scholarship.
Cindy Swidler, Corona,
Calif., is an assistant art
director for Shafer & Shafer
Advertising, Irvine, Calif.
Alice (Hamernik) McNally
is a learning disability
teacher for the Northwest
Indiana Special Education
Cooperative in Lowell, Ind.
She and her husband,
Michael, reside in Lowell.
Diane Graebner, Huron,
Ohio, is a volunteer for Up With
People out of Tucson, Ariz.
Jennifer (O'Connor)
Allare, Naperville, Ill., is a
manufacturer's representative
for O'Connor Sales &
Marketing. Her husband,
Robert, is a sales representative for Bristol-Myers.
Amy Brucker is a
patrol officer for the City of
Bloomington, Ill.
John "Jack" FJP.mming,
Chicago, Ill., is a commercial
loan officer for Standard Bank
& Trust Co. in Evergreen
Park, Ill.
Kimberly Johnson is
projects coordinator for San
Diego (Calif.) State University
Student Health Services.

'89

Craig Ruffolo, Country
Club Hills, Ill., is a container
logistics manager for Trans
Trade Inc., Palatine, Ill.
'Jina (Van Duyne) Friddle
is a fourth grade teacher for
Ma nteno (Ill.) Elemen tary
School. She and her husband,
Steve, reside in Wilmington.
Beth (Schomburg) Meyer
is an elementary teacher for
Rialto (Calif.)-Unified School
District. She and her husband,
Kip, live in San Bernardino.
Peggy (Meyer) Hernandez
is a first grade teacher for
Elgin (Ill.) School District.
She and her husband, John,
reside in Hanover Park.
Pam Salata, Goshen, Ind.,
is a n artist/cartographer for
Modem Educational Systems.

Long

Jennifer Quist, Decatur,
Ill., is an accounting supervisor for Quantum Chemical
in Tuscola.
Peggy Norfleet, LeRoy,
Ill., is a day detention officer
for McLean County Court
Services Juvenile Division.

'91

Christopher Long Jr.,
Batavia, Ill., is a naval aviator
for the United States Navy.
He was promoted to Lieutenant
Junior Grade.

'90

Susan Thomas, Oak Park,
Ill., is an auditor for Deloitte
& Touche in Chicago.
Rexan Arilla (MA), Oak
Park, Ill., is a language specialist for the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Chicago, Ill.
Jason Hanold, Naperville,
Ill., is a naturalist and guide
for Morton Arhoretum and
Sierra Club-Valley of the Fox
Chapter. His wife, Kathy
(Poulos) , is a sixth grade
teacher for Batavia Middle
School.
Mary O'Neill, Oak Lawn,
Ill., is a teacher/therapist for
Beacon Therapeutic School.
Reginald Goings, New
Orleans, La., is a probation
officer for Jefferson
Parish/ D e partment of
Juvenile Services, Harvey, La.
James McCormick EdD,
is t h e s upe rintend ent of
schools for Lynchburg (Va.)
City Schools. He and his wife,
Jayne, reside in Lynchburg.
ChristopherZuchristian
graduated from the Combat
Engineer Officer Course,
Marine Corps.
Elizabeth (Robinson)
Jacobs, Mesa, Ariz., is an
investment accountant for
U-Haul (Re public Western
Insurance Company), Phoenix,
Ariz. Her husband, John, is
an accountant for DME
Refrigeration.
Sheri Casini, Itasca, Ill.,
is a designer for EDI Interior
Architecture in Schaumburg.
Michael Gray is a financial analyst for Motorola Inc.,
i Wood Dale, Ill. His wife, Kerri
(Niehaus), is a computer
analyst for Arthur Andersen
& Co. They r esid e in
Naperville, Ill.
Chris Humble, Glen Ellyn,
Ill., is a research assistant for
the Office of InternationalCriminal Justice. He has had a
l:rokreviewairept:.oofurpiiblicatim.

Karen Harney is part
of the sales/service staff of
Getz First Aid, a division of
Getz Fire Equipment.
Elizabeth Corbin, Chicago,
Ill., is a production/publications
assistant for the College of
American Pathologists in
Northfield. She is a professional cheerleader "Luvabulls"
for the 1991 and 1992 World
Champion Chicago Bulls.
Rebecca Wacaser received
the Celia M. Howard Fellowship grant from the Illinois
Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs.
She will return from a Fulbright
Scholarship in Germany this
fall to study law at the
University of Illinois.
Andrew East graduated from the basic school
of the United States Navy.

Graduates part
of winning team
Three Illinois State
University communication
graduates have key roles on
the news st aff that brought
WJBC national and regional
awards this year for radio
news coverage.
Lori Nelson '83 is assistant
news director at the Bloomington-Normal radio station and
Duane Moss '77 and Howard
Packowitz '84 are news
reporters.
WJBC won the National
Headliner Award for having
the best comprehensive news
coverage. The national runneru p was KCBS of San
Francisco.
The Radio-TV News
Directors Association a lso
honored WJBC for having the
best spot n ews coverage in
Illinois and Indiana based on
coverage of the March 1991
verdict in David Hendricks'
successful appeal of a murder
conviction. The Illlinois
Supreme Court had granted
Hendricks a new t r ial on
charges of slayin g his wife
and ch ildr en i n t h eir
Bloomington home in 1988.
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Alumni Chapter News
Bloomington-Normal,
Ill.
.
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' Dallas/Ft. Worth, Texas

~

''

Rockford, Ill.

The next chapter event
will be Aug. 29 to see a Texas
Rangers vs. Chicago White
Sox game. Contact Chuck '75
or Pat Hansen at (817) 545-4828
for more information.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Los Angeles area alumni
are invited to a Dodgers vs.
Chicago Cubs baseball game
on Aug. 23. Contact Denny
Sevier '75 at (310) 394-1499
for more information. ·

.,

The Rockford Alumni Chapter met with alumni from
the Quad Cities area on April 11 at the President
Riverboat Casino.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Guests at a Peoria Chiefs game, hosted by the
Bloomington-Normal Alumni Chapter in May, were
Duffy Bass, retired ISU baseball coach and his family
and Pete Vonachen, Mr. Baseball of Peoria.

...-

The annual meeting of the Philadelphia Alumni
Chapter
was held on May 3 at Garden State Park. The
On Saturday, April 25 a group of 100 ISU alumni and
newly
elected
board includes Sandra Borror Jury '81,
friends met at the Carlinville, Ill., Holiday Inn for a
MS
'84,
president;
Jeff Jury '78, MS '85, vice president;
reception. Attending the reception were Carl Kasten'66,
Bob
Walling
'67,
MS
'70, secretary/treasurer; and Tom
member of the Illinois Board of Regents; State Senator
'
.
Donahue
'80,
David
Greene
'76, Lois (Sluiter) Ryan '64,
Vince Demuzio; Illinois State University President
Carol
Schneidereit
'78,
and
Melody (Wilms) Templeton
Thomas Wallace; and ISU Athletic Director Ron ·
'75,
directors.
Wellman.

I

Chicago, Ill.

I
I

l
I

j
I

I

I

These alumni attended a Chicago Alumni Chapter
luncheon at the Palmer, House in April.

i Springfield,

Ill.

On July 10 the Springfield
Area Alumni Chapter will hold
its First Annual Golf Outing
at The Rail. Please contact
Ray Morelli at (217) 632-3975
for more information.
Recently elected were the
following chapter officers: .
Ray Morelli '50, president;
Phil Lackman '82, vice
president; Nancy Kreczmer
'69, secretary/ treasurer; and
Steve Gebhardt '85, Glen
Goodin '89, Nicole Graham
'91, Bob Trumpy '49, and
Kathy Workman ' 76 ,
directors.

St. Louis, Mo.
Recently elected to the
St. Louis Alumni Chapter
board were Dawayne Barnett
'85, president; Ellen (Range)
Hoffmann '86, vice president;
Kathleen (McShane) Kinderfather '50, secretary; Madelene
(Gregory) Morgenroth '79,
treasurer; and David Bartsokas
'79, MS '80, Joyce Dierks '90,
Dennis Dockins '82, and
Mike Holmes '81, directors.

The Palmer House was the I '89, vice presi dent; John
1
site for a business luncheon McCarthy '88, secretary/
for Chicago area alumni to treasurer; Kathy Ammermann
discuss international business· '84, admissions committee
issues with Joel Nicholson, chair; Kathy Blake '88 comassistant professor of Manage- munity service chair; Brian
ment and Quantitative Methods. Martenson '83, election comThe luncheon was hosted by the mittee chair; Rob Rotman '87,
Chicago Area Alumni Chapter. legislative committee chair; W~shington, D.C.
On April 1, Washington
Upcoming events include Lori Gronewold '84, program
an evening at Ravinia on the committee chair; Dan Schramm D.C. area alumni met at the
U.S. General Services Adminlawn, with a performance by '90, scholarship committee
the Chicago Symphony Orches- 1 chair; and Bill Gardner '77, istration for a cocktail party
tra on July 11 and a Cubs vs. Kevin Harris '83, Mike Kolar hosted by Rob Thelan '89,
Houston Astros game on Aug. '81, Louis Kreppert '86, Rod Richard G. Austin, admin15. Contact Lori Gronewold Liddle '78, Patti (Sarles) istrator of the U.S. General
'84 at (708) 969-7455 for more Manuel '78, Nancy (Turner) , Services Administration,
information.
Myers '71, MS '85, Reginald Deanna Austin and Tawna
Recently elected were the Summerrise '86, Scott Williams (McCredie) Thelan '88.
following chapter officers: '89, MS '90, and Mia Zahareas
Kat hy Embry '84, MS '89, '85, directors.
president; Laura Egger '87, MS

